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ABSTRACT

Statement of Problem

What would be a possible deign of an educational

model for an Illinois high school of from less than one

hundred students to a maximum of two hundred students if

it Were to meet the state of. Illinois requirements in the

areas of curriculum and staffing as well as meeting,

stated\student goals? Traditional teachinglearning modes

and traditional organizational patterns to deliver the

courses necessary will not suffice to meet state standards

when a school of the above size range cannot afford to

hire more than twelve to thirteen faculty members. The

Directory of Illinois Schools lists at least 115 schools

in the above mentioned size range who must cope with seek

ing solutions to the stated problem.

Plan of Study

The state of Illinois guidelines were analyzed toe.

identify critical areas of concern that would hinder a

-small school from complying with the guidelines. The lit

erature on educational models and advantages and disadvan

tages- of a small school were reviewed in order to build a

unique model through the synthesis process. Literature

was reviewed on the "operational instructional schemes"

1
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which could facilitate the delivery of the curriculum.

The lecture approach may be appropriate at times, whereas

assigned reading of a correspondence course ma be appro

priate at other times. Organization of teach ng schematics

was reviewed in literature to identify and util '7e those

organizational patterns where most appropriate. Watiple

classes, where two related courses are taught simultane

ously by the same teacher, may be the best organizational

pattern -1-f meet students' needs with a limited faculty in

specific areas.

As the model evolved through synthesizing the

options reviewed in literaturev the following criteria

were used to guide the process:.

1. Can flexibility be considered a
featute?

2. Can a staff of twelve or thirteen
teachers readily adapt to this.
concept?

Is the cost reasonable for such a
budget as a small school could
create?

4. Is there' an authority in the field
who considers the identified concept
valid and worthwhile?

Would this concept facilitate the
goals established by the community
for the instructional program?



The Model

The criteria of the state of Illinois. guidelines

..was the guidepost to-deSigning the model so as to fulfill.

state -requirements. Seven stated student goals were the

framework around which the model was designed. The format

for each of the student goals was, as follows:
\

,,l. Inventory of need

2. Statement of need

3. Performance objective

4. Implementation procedure

Classroom learning conditions that encourage

studentcentered learning were described in the model.

Course offerings and modes in which they will be offered,

Stich as regularly scheduled or independent study approaches,

were identified. The facUlty and the course patterns-

taught b'y each were described.

Conclusions

A model can be developed that accommodates the

unique features of a, small school with limited:staff and

facilities if the teachers' roles change and organizational.

patternsbetter adapted to a small student populationare

implemented. This can be done within the Illinois guide

lines by -petitioning for variances and-being willing to

arrange staff assignments with personnel meetiig only the

minimum requirements.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

What would be a possible design.for an educational

model for an Illinois high. school, of from less than one

hundk.ed students to a maximum of two hundred students with

'a fulltime certified faculty of twelve to thirteen mem

bers, if it were to meet the state of Illinois requirements

in the areas of curriculum and staffing as well as meeting.

locally designed student goals?

The state criteria which must be met are published

in Circular Series A, Number 160, The Illinois Program for

Evaluation, Supervision, and Recognition of Schools.1 This

document will be referred to in this study as A160: This

is a rather new document developed and circulated to schools"

final form July,.1973, and it is continually being

vised: Many elements of this document would be difficult

for a small school of less than two hundred to meet due to

lack of staff members, kinds and numbers of courses..

1 Illinois, Office of the Superintendent of Public.
Instruction, The Illinois Progral for Evaluation, super
vision, and Recognition.of Schools,- Circular Series A,
Number 160, 1973.

1
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required, as well as limitations placed on number of

teacher preparations and assignments.

Preparation requirements listed in the append-ht

mandate the specialist approach to high school teacher

preparation.1 Thus schools that have limited numbes of

teachers, many who are on tenure, teaching in as many as

three different curricula areas will be pressed to.increase

staff beyond either resources or facilities available. An

example of this is an industrial arts/agriculture teacher

who also teaches biology. This person will be limited in

several ways. One, industrial arts.and agrigulture cannot

be fused as one course in the lower level courses. The

state personnel's interpretation of the old criteria allow-

ing certain agriculture courses to count: toward a teacher's

preparation qualifying him to teach biology will not be

.accepted. Separating agriculture awl industrial arts will

produce too many preparations for the individual teacher.

The A160 incorporates a set of criteria both man-

' dated -by law and set forth as a regulation by the Office of

the Superintendent Of Public Instruction of the'State of

. Illinois- Included in the A160 document is a requirement

that each district write a program plan.
2 Some flexibility

1 Appendix'IT

2Illinois, The Illinbis ProA-rin for Evaluation,

Supervision, and Recognition of Schools, 3..
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ks thus allowed from district todistrict to accommodate

the uniqueness of each community.

The curriculum organizatio.nal pat-trns and

6operational.tonsepus of the teachinglearning schematics.

now being implemented' at Rankin High School, which are

primarily teachercentered with group learning in a de

l
available e to an

educational system.' The plfrpose of this study will be to

utilize a skeletal program plan as a basis for an expanded

° plan in the'critical areas of curriculum and staffing that

will meet -the student "goals in the 4ankin High School

district. Other organizational patterns-Of instructiarf

and teachinglearning schematics must -be implemented in
ti

order to allow for a flexibility believed necessary if the

criteria and the programplanning requirements of the

Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

are to be.met.

The Directory of Illinois Schools reflecting the

number of districts and student enrollment for the 1973-74

school year.lists at least 115 schools with A population

of less than 200 students. A irge of 200-219 students

was allowed for the upper limits to describe a school of

200 population becauSe of falling enrollments and dropouts.

since the September reporting of, these figures.
1

An exact

1 Illinois, Office of the Superintendent of Pliblic
Instruction, Directory of Illinois Schools, Circular.
Series A, Number 315, 1574.
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number of the schools in Illinois of less than two hundred.-

students cannot be .determined because of the following

inconsistencies in reporting:

1. Grades seven through twelve are
reported.as high schools in some
cases.

2. Kindergarten through twelfth grades
are listed as oneoschool in some k
cases,' thus not discriminatingas to
how many are ninth through twelfth
grade students.

- ,
3. Nongraded schools produce the same

confusion as article two for
reporting purposes.

Ethnic groups representing various cultures, na
,

tionalities- and races of people ava requested the right
.

to keep their identities) The /cage of Wisconsin v.

Joseph Yoder2 and articles in he journals of profeSsional

education.magazines discussin black studies are examples

of a similar desire. 3 The d ther such examples are

assumed to be a%symptom of a re rsal from that of
.

America's image as becoming a.great melting pot. The urge

for individual and troup identity is an emerging aspect of

. society today. An evidence of this is .the interest in

1

Donald W. Robinson, "Altitrnative Scho9is: Do They
Promise System Reform?" Alf_ Delta Kappan 54 (rdarah 1973):
433.

2Joe
Wittner, "The Amish and the Supreme Court,"

Phi Delta Kappan 54 (September 1972):50-52.

3Arthurl'L. Smith, "What'S the Score on 'Eladk
Studies," Today's Education 62 (September 1972)-:62-63.

0
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community education. Since community education is a defin-

able educational concept with-the comwani y its delivery,

vehicle, it is reasonable to suppose:that a valid goal

might be to preserve. a school organitational .pattern which

has a definable community identity.

Local newspapers have printed articles concerning

small-community, resurgence. Also, organizations such as

the Illinois Association of Local Control of Schools hare

been formed to.enhance community identity and involvement

in the processeS of education. Therefore, it seems evi-

dent that these small rtiral,communities in Illinbis are

striving to keep their own uniqueness by retaining the.
%

local school system,.regardiess of its siY,e.
2

. .

It may be that the requireMents for meeting cQr--
, c

tain curriculum and staffing needs and the goals Society

sets:for the schools are of suchlarge magnitUde that a

small school district cannOtke'ep its recognized status in

Illinois andtherefore would be reduired'to disband in

some fashion. As mentioned previously, the thrust toward

specialization in teacher preparation and.limitatiOn on

numbers of preparations leads toward the conclusion that

Jack Minzey, "Community Education: An Amalgam of
Many Views,'" Phi Delta Kaman 54 (November1972):152.

2Elaine Sywanski, "Small Town Tries. to..ReVerse
Downhill .Struggle," The Commercial News, Danville*,
Illinois,' 10 October 1973, p. 6.

I2
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the small school concept has not been adequately included

in the plannilag of the A160 document. An attempt will be
4

made to construct an educational model that can meet the

various requirements and yet serve a very,small student

body.

The range of from less than one hundred students

to a maximum of two hundred students is not totally arbi.C*

trary, only-that Illinoid has.seleoted arbitrarily lower

limits. With less than sixty average daily .attendance

students, a school cannot receive state aid without

special approval.'

There has been -a strong movement, to pass legisla

tion that would require the minimum size high school

district to have.no less than five,hUndred siudents:

Schools with less than two hundred students frequently

:have ten or less teachers', thus limiting course offerings

available.

A school which enrolls less than two hundred high.

school student5 is considered small by the eperts':1

Again, two hundred is considered small when relating to-

varied levels of .size where less than four hundred stu

dents is considered "smaller," less than two hundred

1U.S.,, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Rural Renaissance (Washington,,p.C:.: Government Printing
Office, 1961))'p. 2.
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students-is considered."small" and less than one hundred

students is considered "very small."1

The Rankin, Illinois, Community

Rankin's schoE,l district has a population of

slightly less than 1,400 people. Although it is essen

tially rural, yet.the heritage of having been a railroad

town has had its infIlience.Agriclature, railroading and

business pursuits have contributed to its growth.
2

The high school, which was built in 1952 for a

student population of between 100 to 130 students, ha.b.

-minimal facilities that allow little or no room for expan

sion of its program. The board of education for the high

school is one of two boards for the two school districts

in Rankin, the other being an elementary school district.

Rankin is said to have a dual school district..

The boards of education are committed to a quality

program. The staff of ten fulltime,equivalent teachers;

of which eight are fulltime teachers, for a total of

'Albert I. Oliver, "The Smaller Secondary School
and Accreditation in the Middle States Association of
Colleges and SecondarchoOls," The Bulletin of the
National ,Association ot Secondary School Principals
50 (February 1960):107.

2Sophia Lutzpied., Stories of a Prairie Town:
Histor of Rankin: Illinois (Potomac, Westcove
School, , P.

a
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.
ninety-three high school pupils creates a high per pupil

expenditure for instruction: $1,800.

Four public school districts border the Rankin

districts., Two of these--Hoopeston to the east and Paxton

to the west--are each less than fifteen miles-distant and

have a pupil population in grades nine through twelve in

the 400-500 pupil enrollment range. Vocational educational
0

centers are at least forty miles away. Paxton will offer

many of the vocational courses needed to round. out Rankin's

vocational program. Other districts have resources that

could be shared with Rankin on a pro-rated cost basis. The

Rankin school, in the 1973-74 and 1974-75-school years,

shared staff with Cissna Park to the north and participated

in the Vermilion County Association for Special Education

to provide for pupils-having special needs.

'Significance of Study

In a study on organization size and- effects on.em,.

'plpyees, Davies'. and Griffiths infer that individual. school
, 4

size should be kept to the absolute minimum essential to

provide a desirable program. Teacher morale, they believed,

should improve a smaller organization.
1 The nature of.

teaching is that of interpersonal relations, which iffplies

that positive teacher morale is essential if the teaching

'Daniel R. Davies and Daniel E. Griffiths,
"Organization Size Affects Employees." Taken..from an

occasional paper; printer unknown. (Mimeograp'hed)

15
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is to be effective. This view is supported by Barker Who

says,. ". . . the larger and. more bureaucratically effi-4

cient the organization, the greater the degradation of 'the

individual .°

Beyond research one can see evidence of the

/virtues of smallness in education and thus a breakdown of

the largesystem concept and its effectiveness and.desira.

bility.; New York City has more than one'million students.

The problems of bignesa are as great or greater
there than.in any school system. One response'
has been the development of a variety of differ
ent. minischools. A dozen were.opened in 1971.
Most average from 100 to 125 students.2

NewMan states his belief that stuOents in small

schools have more. opportunities for participation and re

sponsibilities in.various activities than do students in

large schools. 3
The Broady's support Newman's views when

they state:

The proportion of studentS who participated in
district dramatics, journalismt.student govern
ment, and music festivals and competitions

1
Roger C. Barker, Big SchoolSmall School

(Lawrence, Kan.:. University of Kansas, 1962), cited by
Knute.O. Broady and Lois P. Broady, Administration of
Small TwelveGrade Schoole (Lincoln, Neb.:.UniversiIy
of Nebraska, 1974); p. 15.

2Douglas Watson, Alternative Schools: Pioneering
Districts Create O4tions for Sfudents (Arlington, Va.:
National School Public Relations Association, 1972), p. 19

3Paul Newthan, "The School.: A PsychoSocial
Ecosystem," Educational Horizons 51 (Winter, 1972-73): 61.

TOW
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reached a peak in high schools with. enrollments
between 61 and 151. The proportion of partici,-
pants was 3 to 20 times as great in the small
schools as in the largest schoo1.1

The criticisms that traditionally are made of the

small schools'are justified in that small schools haiie

attempted to emulate the-larger schools, doing so at times

or in given situations in a substandard way. Earlier in

the century Butterworth stated that the small school could

be extremely effective when procedures planned especially

for the small School were put into effect.
2

The identity crises faced today may add support

to the movement toward community education. A document

supporting community education has been signed. by many and

varied leaders of the nation- 3

Perhaps the need to meet new requirements in order

to avoid dissoluti,n of small schools will allow for

changes not acceptable under-other conditions. If a model

designed to meet stated student goals,which includes devia-

tions -fram traditional operatidnal philosophy and thus

encourages a variety of non-prevalent teaching-learning

1Knute 0. and Lois P. Broady, Administration 'of
Small Twelve-Grade Schools (Lindaln,-Neb.: University of

.

Nebraska, 1974), p..15.

2
J. E. Butterworth, "Looking Ahead in Rural

Education," Illinois Teacher.-19 (May 1931):377-78,

3StanIey iii. Eram, ed., 'Widespread Support for
.

Community Education," Phi Delta.Kappan 54 (NoVember, 1972):

147.
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modes is designed and if a varied curriculum is developed.

which meets the criteria of .A160 perhaps this model will

foster change in the. Rankin school. Not only would stu

dent needs be-better met,.b but the school could continue as

a separate entity.

Much has been done to assess urban needs and design

programs to meet the needs in.urban areas'in contrast to

developments in rural areas and rural schools-1k The model

that will emerge from:the present study may contribute to

the present relatively meager designs for rural schools.

ERIC/CRESS (Educational Resources Information-Center/

Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Sohools).. and

MIRE (National Federation for the Improvement of Rural

Education) are examples of organizations dedicated to the

improvement of rural education and general. quality of

living.

Political factors have slowed' down the consolida

tion of small Schools in Illinois. Only Vexashas more

individual'districts than Illinois. The A160 document has

been drafted that identifies minimal requirementS for a

quality school in Illinois, et 'it -is to be deterwin d how

1Patricia Stens, "Issuesin Rural Education:
Student Needs," ERIC/CRESS Newsletter 8 (Summer 1973).

2.Jack-Witkowsky, Chairman, Illinois State-Board,
of Education. Speech presented at Illinois Association of
School Boards Convention, Chicago,,, llinbis, on
November 23, 1974.

16
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much power the Office of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction has to implement these guidelines when infrac,

tions are discovered,

Procedures

Pertinent literature dealing with other models

will be reviewed. Other literature substantiating the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of small districts will be

reviewed. A program plan in the areas of curriculum, staff

and teaching learning modes that accommodates the student

goals will also be developed. The skeletal plan has been

developed through facultycommunity interaction with re

spect to what the-general goals should be. The final form

had the official approval of the local board of education

and_the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction

during the 197344 school year:'

The model. will, be based upon student goals and a

unique design for meeting these goals. Curriculum designs

:and organizationaljoatterns not now believed to be common

in small rural schools will be synthesized to accommodate

,the model design.

Scope and Limitations

The model resulting from the present study is

designed to meet only Illinois program planning and A160

Appendix I

15
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criteria for a small rural school of from fewer tLn one

hundred, high school_ pupils to not more than two hundred

pupils.- The expansion of the -skeletal program plan is

only in the areas of student goals, curriculum organiza

tion, staffing patterns and teachinglearning modes which

will be designed to meet the goals. State acceptance of.

the expanded areas does not necessarily mean these would

be accepted by elements of a small rural community or be

officially approVed by the local board of education.

20



CHAPTER II

THE DILEXMA FACING THE ..SMALL RURAL SCHOOL

DISTRICT AS RELATED TO

ILLINOIS INSTRUCTIONAL CRITERIA

Analysis of State Guidelines in Rexrard.
to Small: Schools

Guidelines established by the state of Illinois in

the A160 ,state that local flexibility is one goal of the

State Department of Education.
1 However, basic minimal

standards arise from assumptions and attitudes that do not
_

always allow for flexibility. The elements of the A160

guide that.tend to restrict'a small highs school in the

areas of Curriculum organization and staff utilization

will be identified in the follcrl_ng discussion..

Some legislative mandates exist over which the:-

Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction has

.little control, Most of these legislated mandates' concern

either .curriculum requirements, such a
'N.

career education,

or certification requirements. Other _sic standards are

of Public Instruc-:those established by the Superintenden

.tion
the legislature. .110 standards fall

N.

T

,

I
IllinoiS, TheN Illinis Progratfor. Evaluation

Supervision, and Recognition of Schools, p. 3.

21
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into two 'categories, quantitative and qualitative. These

standards are only minimal Standards. This in itself is

restrictive. For example, Guideline 6-4.5 df A160 states,

"No teacher shall have more than five different prepara.

tions. "1 This standard, if narrowly interpreted, could

limit a school which practiCes m tiple classes as employed

in The Catskill Area Project in mall School Design.
2

Multiple classes will be describ d in Chapter IV.

The-following requirements of the A160 are areas of

concern in this paper:

1. Provisions forall students
,

Every school district shall, make provisions for.
students of different talents, intellectual
capacities, and interests. The-- listing of course
offerings alone is inadequate evidence that such
provisions exist.3

Special education.for "gif0d" as well as "disad

vantaged" students is nearly an impossible task in the

small school district -unless there is cooperation with

Other districts in the area. AlsoASituationsooncerning

Pupils with speCial curricular interests of low incidence

are difficult to serve.

1 Ibid., p. 18.

2Nevada Western States SmaIa Schools Project, New
Dimensions for the Small Schools of Nevada. -A Report of
the West ern States-Small Schools'Project for Nevada
.(January 1. 1962. August 31, 1965) (Las Cruces, New Mex.:
ERIC Document- ReprodUction Servioe,'ED 026 169, 1966).

3lllinois, The Illinois Program for Evaluation
Supervision, and Recognition of Schools,

22
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2. Semesterhour requirements:

The.instructors shall meet the semester.hour
requirements fOr the areas of their teaching
assignment- as'oatlined in Chapter. IX,
Section 9.5, of this document.1

It is difficult for the small high school district

to secure"teaching Personnel meeting semesterhour require

ments, as often one teacher must teach in several subject

areas.

3. Minimum of program offerings required:

The district must provide a comprehensiVe
curriculum:, including the following as-a
minimum program of offerings: 0

Language Arts
Science
Mathematice
Social Studies and History of United Sta=bes
Foreign Language
Music
Art
-Career Development -- Orientation and

Preparation
Health. Education
Physical Education.
Conservation
Consumer.EducatiOn.
Nature and Effect of. Alcoholic Drinks

-.and Narcotics
Special Education
Driver Education (high school only)
Vocational and Technical Skill.

Development (high school only)
Safety Education2,

Offering a full array of vocational courses is

.rather difficult. Advanced courses in each area are not

_Z's

1 Ibid., p. 15. (See 1ppendix IT)

17.
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always iaught. Awareness exploration and orientation
4J

in the area of career development are 'within the realm of

possibility. Job-entry preparation in a wide nuAer of

fields presents seriaus.problems;

Teachers .teach in major area of preparation:

At IeaSt seventy-five percent of the courses
should be taught by teachers who have major .-

predloaration in the subject areas.1

This is net too difficult a requirement for a

small school to meet for the total program, but some indi-

vidual teacherr will teach less than seventy-five percent .

of the time in their area of major preparation.

5,. Additional Criteria

Each teacher should teach subjects that are in
his field of major preparation and .the teaching
load should not be excessive: A teacher who
has three different class preparations in the
field of his major preparation .should not' have
more than one clasb preparation in the field of
his minor preparation.2

The "shgulds" in this requirement as well, as others

may allow a degree of flexibility; but. if "should" iSA.n-
. .

terpreted as

-- -

r P r O Ol e m is created in adminis-

tering the sMalh ah-stEOl'staff.

Although,a quantitative Standard designating a

total nugiber'is not-applied to course offerings in the.

AI60 , it is interpreted, by state- personnel that -numerous

1 Ibid., p. 18.

2
Ibid.

.03
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es are to be offered and that a range of forty to

fty course offerings is a minimum requirement for any

high school. This broad requirement, tied in with the
g

previously listed requirements; creates a problem if all

courses must be taught during one school year.

Twanty7four semester hours is the .minimum require

ment in Order to teach
,

in
) most .specific subject areas.

. .

However, foreign, language, health edUc'ation and mathemat
.

ics each require twenty semester hours and are exceptions

to the twentyfour 'semesterhour rule .. In vocational

fields a normal requirement is eight hours of specific

'preparation for the 1)articular course one is teaching;

conseauently, one person rarely qualifies.to'teach all

areas in his or her vocational field. A complete listing

of requirements in "the appendix will reveal the full scope

of the A160 requirements in specific areas.1

The problems the small high school has -in meeting

A160 requirements is in providing an adequate staff, each

membe r, having the appropriate' number;:of course hours. of

preparation to meet the standards stated. Although
_ .

"should" 'may be a flexible and permissive termithere, is

nced for an acceptable alternative to the "three and ane"'

preparatiOns in -major and minor fields. Library/media

lAppendix II
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criteria are a=major.hurdle as well as.' offering numerous

-career offerings that prepare students for career endeav

ors at graduation. It is difficult to offer advanced

level course work in many fields of vocational study,

Another dimension 'to this dilemma of the small schoolj's

problems the fact that school programs -generally are

not changed in local school settings.1 That is, the small

high school tends 'not to be innovative 'and tends ,not to

generate a move toward internal changing or improving of

sits program. Outside forces usually must bring about this

change.

The Dilemma--as Seen'by Other
1Small School Administrators

C

Seven of the small -schools of nearly one hundred

students in central Illinois were sur7eyed,by telephone to

determine whethertheiSr superintendents could envision

problems meeting the neW guidelines. Four of the responding

superintendents indicated that in generad:. they would have a

difficult time meeting the new A160 guidelines. Three indi

coted that they would not have-a,difficult time meeting new

-guidelines.

All but one superintendent indicated that their

teachers presently -meet the semester hoUr requirements far
0

:1
./B. Frank Brown, "The Grade Dilemma," in Criticism

Conflict & ChOn3-el ed. by Emanuel. Hurwitz, Jr.'and Robert
Maidment (New York: Dodd, Mead & Carbonyl 1970),
pa. 401 -405.



the courses they teach; however, all agreed that their

teachers are limited as to what subjects they; can teach in

their fields and thus extra st is requA.ed to teach_the.,..

full soectrumiof.mpst academic discipline areas. This is

-especially true when olderiteachersetire (who are allowed

to teach with lesser reclurement6 met; ise., 'grandfather.

Clause) and new teachers .are, hired with: harrower teaching
. .

backgrounds. Four superintehdentS responded that some

4;,t,

teachers are teaching more than one course in their minor

field; one did not know. 'None felt they. would have trouble
o

having seventy five percent of the courses taught by those

teaching in their.major'field..

There is. no consistent pattern as to what the super

intendents statect_as their major Concerns in .-fulfilling
, .

.460-requirements: Each have different curricular or

staffing areas that needo to be filled or would be difficult

to fill if present Staff left. Library, art and pupil.

Personnel services are areas that are'ho-b staffed or are not

well staffed in some of these schools. One'school had no

cafeteria. The lack of money available to continue their

existing programs is a.prOblem:=COmmon to all of the

distticts.

.

Observations made in the process of calling that

are,worthy- Of mention are:
. ,

0

ry

t
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. All but one of the superintendents have

a short tenure of one.tothree years in

the district.

-2, All but two superintendents indicated by

their answers given that :they, were not

conversant aboUt. the A160 requirements.

One superintendent did not 'understand what

preparation it a minor .field meant.

Unit districts under one. school board have

less 'problems 4etirlg-staffing concerns than

dual district Lof..the sate Dual

distriCtS usually have one high_school

,board and one grade soh991 board operating

as separate entities. The superintendent

may be common to both.

5., parttite sta f and long-tenured teachers

S'olve the_ problem of cost and qualifications

for,those schools whose superintendents

believed:they imeet state requirements..

6. None thpse schools have yet been

evaluated with the new A160 guidelines.

7. No innovative program. 'was mentioned as a

way of solving "in-house problems.
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Summqry

,-A sampling of schools revealed that there are areas

Otconcern in that all of the requirements cannot. be met

withbut excessive expenditures of money per pupil. Small

school superintendents are shortterm administratorSin

most cases and a significant number of these superintendents

aren t conversant about the. details of the State guidelines.

The grandfather claUSe'allows older teachers to teach

in several areas, such as agri-oulture and biology, or.at_

least-the state has not enforced semester hour .requirements

in these situations in the past* HoweVer as replacement

teachers are employed, no one teacher can replace the older

teacher in areas such.as businessagriculture, and indus

trial arts.

The "shoulds" are often interpreted as a license to

meet the standards only In a minimal

aIl-rmdistricts have, teachers who are teaching more than one

Course 'in their minor fields. All'of the superintendents

who were contacted felt that .seventyfive percent of the-

-4 Mostl, if not

cOurses would be taught by teachers' teaching in their

major fields. Superintendents' not being cognizant of

what their teaChers' qualifications are, or even what i8

interpreted as being a minor field, brings up further areas

Of ,concern1 such as: "Are small-school administrators in,

formed as to state reuirements?" and. "Are they capable of

interpreting the state requirements?"
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5.reavocational centers have,offered the. small

schoolS the opportunity to increasebaurse offerings.

In-house innovation is not evident as a means of solving

30
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF,LITERATbRE ON MODELS'

Introduction

in the area pfneeds assess,

. More attention should be

"Much has been done

ment for urban students . .

directed-to rural youth-now ."I The analys
I

of

ruralurban differences could be the first stepItoward

understanding the needs of 'rural students. i.

I

-Do thbse who leave the community go prepared to

attack the problems of employment and lilting La:the metro

politan areas? Are the schools preparing students to live

productively in their own communities? Career and post

graduate training awarenesses are important; are they

being met?. All of these questions need to be answered for

the small school. Stans infers that little has been done

in these areas of concern about the_rural school.

Technological changes, organizational changes and

changes in patterns of instruction are some of the transfor

mations on the education scene today. The rural school,

0

Needs

1 SOns, "Issues in Rural Education: Student

24'
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many times being small in student population, cannot

always adapt these changes to its situation.
1

Reviewing models will reveal answers to some of

these quesfionS. The models reviewed include those.for.

larger schools as Well as smaller schools awl those not
- s

necessarily designed with size in mind.

Pincher, in discussing planning models, makes a

distinction between efficiency and effectiveness types of

models. The former is described in terms of input process

output. resulting in a measure. of efficiency as opposed to

the .effectivenes.S. model which can only approximatea

mathematical equation. The effectiveness model is based

1. Objectives that can be stated in terms of
accomplishment;

2. Different strategies that are available; and

Outcomes that can be stated in measurable
'terms.2

The various proceqs models are couched in unique
0

terms and list a variety cif steps involved in the process

similar *to Kratz's process model as follows:

1. Preplanning
2. 0.7ganizing
3. Establishing assumptions 9,nd premises

1lbid.

2Cameron Pincher, "Planning Models and Paradigms
injfigher Education," Journal of Higher Education 43
(December 1972):760-63.
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4. 'Obtaining. data
5. Evaluating: data
6.- Selecting a course or courses of action
7. Control r

8.
1Approval and implementation.

Educational model planning has evolved into the

process approach emulating the scientific methodology:

formulating hypotheseslcontrolling variables, interpOt-

ing data, defining operationability and experimenting.- 2
_

Of course, the educational methodology takes on a unique

ness of its own. Educational Program Planning and

Budgeting Systems (EPPBS) is a contemporary example of an

educational process Model. The Trenton school include

this process model as only one phase of their system for

Trenton's educational planning. Trenton's plan is coMpre

hensive and could be said to thrust toward effectiveness

measurement 'rather than efficiency measurement, although a

subefficiency model is a phase of their plan.3

Pincher is concerned with describing various levels

of educational planning. Effectiveness and efficiency

concerns are only one type or level of planning. Substan

tive and expedient concerns are other types of planning

1Robe'rt N..Kratz1"Educatibnal Planning;" The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School_
Principals 56 (November 1972):29-31.

2Gerald H. KrOckover and Lynn W. Gless, "Adding
. Process to Content," School Science and .Mathematic-4.

(April 1969):299.

.3Davtd E. Weischadle, An Educational Planning
System (New Jerey: Trenton.Public Schoo s,

33
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with substantive placing emphasis on educational policy

`matters. and specific prioritieS among program and curric

ula, methods of instruction, faculty.selection, student'

admissions, finances and facilities. Expedient planning-

is: concerned with such issues as campus size, types of

institutions, cost, of instruction, space. utilization,

class size and studentfaculty ratios. More evidence of
ti T

expedient planning exists than subantive planning.,'

The models described in this chapter do not neces

sarily fall into an either/or category as described above.

Neither are they necessarily process modelS; however, the

models described tend .to be "effective" oriented and "sub

stantive" in nature. ,

The literatUre on,small schools is voluminous in

that ERIC/CRESS has become a repository for information

in this area of Concern. 'Although the information on

small schools is generous, p ocess models are not reported

in abundance. If one would't:ke into consideration re

portngs of changes occurrin, minimal Systematic way,
0,

there are instances' where process models are reported. An

example of a process model plan that ds specifically

designed.with the. small school in mind lists the steps

taken to develop the model, as follows:

1Fincher, "Planning Models and.Paradigms in.

Higher Educatiori," pp. 757-58.



1. Invention
2. Diffusion
3. DecisiOn
4. Adoptionrejetion
5. Consequences1'

Fiebiger, reporting on the class schedUle in

Charlo, Montana, presents another example of process

reporting,. Student and fabuity were described as being

involved with the planningoperation and evaluation of a

rotating moduiar-scheduie. Their concept of process plan

ning is as follows:

1., Identifying a solution id
2. Orienting teachers on an
3. Comprising and modifying
4. Implementation
5. Evaluation (Leachers an4
6. AcCeptance or rejection

ea
individual basis
solution idea

students)

Much' of the literature merely reports on, certain

aspects of the curriculum and origanizational patterns with

descriptions of the elements of.the models. EPIC /CRESS

has printed many examples of these_ kinds of models. Many

types,Of schedule models are_ doccribed. Onsight sources

where one., could see, the schedules in operation are reported

and bibliographies are ncluded to form a manual for the

Everett D. . Edinton and Jane Mullesman, Proceedings
of a National Conference on Solving Educational Problems in
Sparsely Populated Areas. (Las Cruces, New J\ ex.: EPIC .

Document Reproduction Service, ED 029 164, '1969), P..30.

2Leo. J..Fiebigert Charlo Class-Scheduling Plan
Las Crucest-New Mex.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 072 904, 1972), pp. 1-3.

.
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administrator of a small, school who wants to investigate

scheduling.
1

Kreitlow and MacNeil have.built. upon Goodson, and

Hammes' changeagent concept and.have designed a way of

coping with-challenges posed by ,such questions a-6:

1. By what process do teams of change agents,
identify changes?

2. By what process do they decide to
institute change?

3. By what processes do they implement
,changes?

Kreitlow and MacNeil's model utilized the= elements

of a Guba.and Clark Schema that developed an adoption

process applied.to organiZations and groups. This process

bridges the gap between theory and practice. The Guba

and Clark Schema identifies the following four stages:

1. Research

2. Development
a. Invention
b. Design

.Diffusion

Adoption

1 James E. Heathman and Alyce J. Nafzinger,
Schedulin,g,''for.Flexibility: A Manual for Administrators
Of Sma11.87Hools (Las Cruces, New Mex.: 'ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, 15:1) .056 820,1, 1971).

Burton W. Kreitlow and TeresAgacNeil, An
Evaluation of the ffodel for Educational,ImproverrigHt as an
Analir4 tical Tool for Describingale dhange`:erocess
(Madison, -disc.: The University of Wisconsin; Las Cruces,-
New Vex.: t;RIC Document Reproduction Service4 ED 030 197,
1969), pp. 172.

3 G
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The schema is multi7dimensional'and'incIudes fOr each of

the above stages, three strata as fdllovis:

1. Criteria

2. Relation to change

3. Objective"

Models

Smallway Model )-

Leggett -and others have.developed a model for a

high schoOI with a maximum of 250 students and ,ten to

twelve teachers.. The staff ratio for' 200 to 250 students

would be: 17-20:1.. The teacher's role becomes primarily

that of a facilitator. Individualized instruction accommo

dates the gifted and interested students. Teacher talents

considered.when selecting staff areas follows:

Artist
Communications and literary expert
Home economics specialist
Language.instructor
Mathematician
Musician
Scientist.
Social scientist
Technologist
One or two teachers in athletics

As a result of hiring generalists, inhouse staff is sup

plemented by specialists in the community who are utilized

as. resource people.

1David. L. Clark and Egon. G. Guba,."Understanding
Social Change," .SEC Newsletter I-, No. 2 (1965):1-4, cited
by Burton W. Kreitiow and Teresa MacNeil; An EvaluatiOn of
the Model for Educational Improvement as anTAnalytical Tool
for Describing the Change Process., pp. 1-2.

3
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Phasing, of course, allows for offering certain ,

courses an,6.r1:1y a two or thr*Jyear cycle. Short term

minicourses are part of the design. A nongraded approach

in skill course S allows for those with varying abilities- .

and speeds of learning to have their needs met. Uncom

mittedr-time allows for independent ttudy,.studentteacher

meetings, open labs, etc.

-A modular schedule is the heart of this particular

model. Teaching blocks are incorporated in such a manner

that preparations for any one day are held at a minimum.
1

NASSP Model .Schools Project

The.NASSP (National'Association of Secondary School...

Principals) model has been implemented with thirtyfaur

schools participating initially. Although concepts are

gleaned from old ideas, this model is distinctive in that

it attempts to change all aspects of the school program.

The purpose of this model as stated by the e.uthors, is "to

help, anyone in any place to improve the quality of teaching.'

and learning. The basiO requirement is to know-whereyou

are going, that your -educational goals are clear." The

'Stanton Leggett, Arthur Shapiro, Aaron C.Ohodes
and C. W. Brubaker, "The Cp.se for a Small High 'School,"
Nations Schools '86 -(September 1970):45.

2d. Lloyd Trump and William GeOrgiades, "boing
Better with That You Hays:'NASSP Model Schools Project,"
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary
-.School Principals 54 (May 197G):106.
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restilt emanating from this model is a morehumane school

because each individual receives more. attention. The

elements of the model are'as follows:

11

,

d. Developing time parameters.
D , e. Limiting publicity during embryo stage

i f. Insistence on selfstudy and .

I

professionalism1-..

Boady d Broad s Model

1. Listing basic goals

2. Stating characteristics of program in
areas of administration, staff,
teachinglearning modes, curriculum,
inservice and evaluation procedures.

3.. Underlying conditions such as:.

a. Commitment to goals
b. Evaluation of program by all concerned,

_c. Community involvement,

In Chapter Four of Administration of Small Twelve

rade Schools, the,Broady's present a model as follows:

.1. Multiple classes in areas of commonalities

ad'foreign language, bookkeeping and

business math, and science classes. This

leads-to_individualized instruction where

.

there is a low pupilteacherratioi

2. Indepenfient study utilizing supervised

correspondence study, 'programmed materials

and teaching machines.

pp. 106-133.
.
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School aides for typing and other clerical

work.

4. Shared services with regional ,or area

schools.

Flexible, scheduling Fifteen 28-minute

modules allow for varying lengths of

a

class meetings that can be scheduled on

a 'weekly basis. Independent study time

is provided in this schedule.

Advanced placement through testing allows

a.gifted student to take college level

work through correspondence or independent,

study.
1

Charlo Rotating Class Schedule

A.schedule modification developed .ehrough,coopera-
.

tive efforts of students, teachers, and administration

consists of a 75-minute period followed by two 60-minute

periods in the morning and four 45-minute afternoon

periods. This schedule is designecrfor 125 students In

grades 9 -12 and only nine teachers. The schedule modules

are rotated in such a manner that the last class of day one

would be th;e. first class of day two. The reported favorablq

aspects of the schedule are:

Broady and Broady, Admiriistration of/Small
Twelve-Grade Scialls,pp. 47-75.

t1)

6
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Longer periods in the morning when

students are more'alert.

2. No class is placed in an unfavorable

hour for the entire:_year*:
L

nterruptions of schedule do not

constantly affect the same class.

4. Morale of teachersand:students was

constantly uplifted.

The reported negative aspects of this model were:

1. The 75minute modules presented difficulty

in planning.

2. Longrange planning is difficult.

3. Difficulties were experienced in

adjusting to an everchangingschedule.

4. Workstudy-programs were not coordinated

Shared facilities with elementary school

required close coordination.
1

External High School'Diploma New York Plan

This is a traditional system for validating the

external high school diploma. This system consists of a

panel of certified teachers and specially qualified out;

siders working individually, or on pane1Wwho judge the'

° 1Fiebiger Charlo Class Scheduling Plan;

41



skills or portfo4os of accomplishments. Local and

gional administrative Machinery is utilized. The require

ments for this plan ere:

1. Basic Skills: Achievdment.of a minimum

level of reading and computational skills

as measured by criterionreferenced tests;

ability to communicate effectively in

writing or through some combination of

writing dnd other visual media.

2. General Knowledge: Knowledge in several

fields of learning considered important to

the individual's entry into the larger

community in which he will live his life..

Social and Political Skills: Knowledge

of'the individual and social consequences

of personal and group behavior, including

the knowledge-of how individuals and groups

relate to politj.cal institutions and

processet in the American system.

Personal and Career Planning Skills:

Ability to identify, al=ternative futuriesj

loth occupational andpersonalterMs--

and top select _among

The curriculum for this progi-am is divided into the,

following two areas:

42
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1. Learning Situations: Widely diverse

types are used --from work. experience to

adult classes at night.

2. Learning ExperienceS: Written reports to

Qs ('

multi-media presentations can be utilized.

Independent research of local agencies

through supervised study could be
ti

incorporated.

Evaluation is done with existing tools such as

GED exams, on -the -job evaluation, prepared exams., etc.

which are utilized.
1

The Jesser and Stutz Model

This model identifies three phases of curricular

change: exploration, development, and then the operational

phase. The first stage describes the initial stage as

exploration with a decision-maker usually being the admini-

strator; however, this isl not done unilaterally. Teachers,

'board, lay people and students should be involved with the

tentative decision concerning chan.ae.

During the exploration stage, inservice ocdurs

and faculty and others visit other schools. .Resource

1 Stephen K. Bailey, Francis U. Macy, and Don P.
Vickers, Alternative Paths to the High School Diploma
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Research Corporation, The
Policy Institute, 1973), pp. 25-3'3
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people are called in, concurrently. The second phase then

begins with more finite planning such as a needs inventdry,

further inservice and decision making. The third phase is

the implementation Stage

Schools Without Walls (Philadelphia Parkway Pro,7ram)

Originally in .1969, 143 students were randomly

chosen to participate in the .Parkway. Program. Freedom

from limits of any one building is the unique feature of

this design. Away from school experiences occur, with

followup of group discussions or a student may be involved

in what is called a tutorial unit. The philosophy is th

there are a million ways to learn. Other schools withou

,

walls have)-.been established in Chicago, Boston, New York

City and,MadiSOn, Wisconsin.
2

MiniSchools"

Large cities such as New York and Berkeley,,

California, have developed minischools to accdmmodate th:e

varied intei-ests-and needs Of 'the student body of the

1 David L. Jesser and. Rowan C. Stutz, eds,;.

Scheduling for Flexibility (Salt Lake City. Utah: Western
States Small Schools Project; Las CruceS", fTewidex.: ERIC

Document Reproduction Service, ED,021 657, 1966), pp. 1-20.

2Douglas Watsa4, Alternative Schools: Pioneering
Districts Create Options for' Students, pp.. 14-17.
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respective districts. The following two schools-are

located in New York City:

1. Wingate Prep

This school is -specifically. designed for -

students who cannot function in,a large,

impersonal school.' One-hundred-twentf

students were enrolled in September, 1972.

2. The Irving Place Academy

This is an all-girls' school with 120

high-risk ninth-and tenth grade students.

An individualized program fitted into a

shortened day is tailord for the

students' short attention span. The

teachers also play a counselor role.
1

The Berkeley Board of Education:has developed the

following concepts of, mini-schools for their school system:
1. .

1. .Agora

Studentsay-so is the heart of this

program. Two full-time teachers, one

half -time teacher and teacher assistants

work with seventy students.

2. Alliance-Black House

Students seriousabout studies that would

lead to a resolution of the problems of

1 pp. 20-21. .

4 5
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.blackPebple are admitted to this prograt.

Seventy students are involved in grades 9-12.
0

3. Alliance Caa della Raza

A family concept is4eveloped here. ChicanofA
culture threads through the curriculum foi.

eightyfive students in K-12 grades.

4. Berkeley College Preparatory

One hundredfifty students in grades 10-12

are involved in studies designed to build

college survival skills.

East Campus

One hundred seventyfive 9-12 students

who could not or would no-kcope with the

regular program work with teachers who

also serve as counselors. The goal is

for students to develop a mechanism for

coping with themselVes and society.

6. Garvey Institute

Sixty 9-12 students are involved in

mastering at least one skill. They have
a

missed the basic skills and need to grow

in pride of themselves and to learn the

measure of their own worth.

Genesis

A changing concept for one hUndredsixty;

grade 10-12 students is the hallmark of

4 6
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Genesis. To create and to do one's

own thing is characteristicp.although

mastery of math and reading has

evolved.

Model A

The unfreezing f subject matter to run

through the theme of the study of man is

the goal. Four hundred grade"10-12

students are involved.

On Target

Careers and occupations are explored by

one hundred-forty grade 10-12 students

by taking field trips and being involved

in.other experiences from test=ring to

li.Stening to speakers.

10. School of Artb

Opportunity to explore and develop

creative processes by these two hundred-

twenty grade 10-12 students assists them

in developing artistic lives. A*mutual

interest is found in an arts-centered

curriculum.
1

Berkeley Board of Edubation, Experimental Schools

Program (Berkeley: Berkeley Unified School Distridt, 1972).



Summary

Process model designs for the small school are

few in'number. The Smallway iModel is a rather complete

model involving the curriculum,. staff and organizational,,

needs of a small school, however, it is not a process'

model.

The NASSP. Model is assumed- to be adaptable to a

small school. Large school systeMs have developed mini

schools to meet specific needs of groups of students.

r,
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CHAPTER IV

OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL SCHEMES

Introduction

The Smallway Model relies on a changed teaching

role and rarelyused patterns-of instruction. Dimensions

of change are required other-than adding colArses and per

, sonnel when educational modeling involves' stating goals

that must be implemented with limitations. The small

school is-'usually limited in"financial considerations and

facilities. One must consider the small numb'er of students

-available for the designed s=chedule. and course offerings as

a limitation.

The tcachinglearning schematics that are available

to the model builder are discussed in this chapter as are

the organizational patterns that facilitate the implemen

tation of the-teachinglearning process. The discussion of

both of the above is not'intended to be comprehensive..

Only those elements found in the_literature on small

schools and tho'se that are feasible in central Illinois

are reported.

42
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TeachingLearning Schematics
. 4

The Lecture Method

Research on the lecture method is voluminoUs.

Bone, Spence, Brija and others have studied the lecture as
.

a teaching method and have made comparisons between the

lecture and discussion methods. The lecture is considered

effective in achieving the objective of teaching knowledge,

especially in, disseminating information: i.e., facts, fig.-

ures, opinions and the like. The same knowledge, however,

'may be learned by reading a textbook or other source.
1

Lecturing may save the learneri-s-time if the lecturer is

selective as to, the knowledge he is attempting to impart

and, ordinarily, if he is effective as a speaker. Contrari

wise, the lecture method is a passive one insofar as the

learner is concerned. Unless the'lecturer has some attrac

tive quality in his delivery, organization, his personality

,or even his personal prestige,- the hearer may not react at

all.' The lecture method of itself does not necessarily

'affect the behavior of the hearer except perhaps only

superficially.

1W. J. McKeachie, "Research inTeaching: The Gap
Between Theory and Practice," in Education for What?:
Readings in the Ends and Means of Education, ed. by

Char_es . Monson, Jr. Bos on: Houg on Mifflin Company,

100),'11 . 338-39.

5 0
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The Discussion Method

. The discussion method is believed to be Superio-r.

to the lecture in achieving -6he more-complexcognittive

and. attitudinal objectives. Activity--intelleatuil, emo

tional, or even physical - -that discussion generates was

found to be a more effective way to learn than the passive

listening .of the lectui.e method. In the latter the intel

lectual activity presumablysought was not measurable

except through overt behavior of some sort, and its pres

ce was uncertain. As between the two methods, discussion

wasp found to ife superior.
1

Motivation of.stadent learning seemed to improVe

'with discussion that,centered around cittestions of ,the

discussants,
2. Change of behavior regarding social issues

.and the.like posSibly can best be achieved through discus
.-:

sion in thathange'is-apparently easier on a group basis

than it. isfor\individuals. 3

Teacher Facilitator Conceat

Rogers is a P,oponent.of what may be'called'the

"nonteacher teacher," He does not belieVe the teacher

1Ibid.lr. Pp. 340-41.

2D. E. Berlyne, Conflict, Arousal, and .Curiositz
(New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company, i75), .13. 219.

K. Lewin, Field'TheorV in Socirja Science
(New Ydrk:. Harper and Brothers 1951), p. 150.
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can teach anything worthwhile; the student,learns.worth

. while things,. The teacher' can only facilitate the

student's learning by being a warm, empathetic trusted

individual who may in oneinstance act as a resource and

in another. instance. be a motivator. Rogers' - concept of.

the learnercentered instruction involves such elements as

the teacher facilitator's having empathy, gaining the

trust of students, and other such subliminal elements,:not

always stressed in becoming a successful teacher.1

There are variations of studentcentered learning

such as nondirecteg, (Rogers' variety), groupcentered

and democratic discussion.
2. These are all breakaway

attempts from the traditional teachercentered or domi,.

nated instruction. Whether it be the indiidual who is

taken up with the ."existential moment!' or the group which

has-planned a cooperative project designed to be carried

Out by them cooperatively, theteacher is' in the back-

ground. The Summerhill concept is an example- of. such as

3approach. If one, stresses outcomes other than that of
/

1 Carl Rogers, On Becoming a Person (Geneva, Ill.: --
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961),

2McKeachiel.mResearch.in TeaChing: The Gap Between

Theory and Prdctice," p. 342.

3Alexander Sutherland' Neill, Summerhill: A Radical
Approach to Child Rearing (New York: Hart Publishing
Company, 1961):

r



knowledge

centered

included

acquisition, then it is more likely that 'stUdent-

o 1

learning will prevail.. .Leggett and others have

this'in her model design.

Programmed Learning Schemes

"School experience and psychological experiments

both strongly support the need to design teaching tech

niques,that will cater to.capabilities of individuals."2

The fact that students differ in learning abirlities and

rates of le6.rning is one important factor,to consider.

Programmed learning as well as other individualized

approaches adjust to this factor.

'Sophisticated, programmed material also accommo

dates differing" modes of learning. -Mager's book,

Preparing Instructional Objectives.,
3 is a simplified

example of this concept in pra6tice.

Other ividualized* Instructional Approaches

II

0,

vidualized education has many varied forms.

Pittsburg's Oakleaf.Eletentary School has a project

1McKeachie, "ReSearch in Teaching: The Gap Between

Theory and practiel" p. 343.

2Andrea G. Burton, "An Educational System Analyzed,,"

in An Introduction to Education: Selected Readings,'ed. by

Marjorie Mitchell Cann (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,

Company, 1972), p. 253.

_
Robert Mager, Preparing Instructional ON6Ctives

(Palo Altof-Cal.: Fearon Publishing Company, 1962).,

o 4
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.entitled "Individually "l This' is

. a form of programmed. -instruction.

Several. universities and independent organizations
I

encourage learning .through correspondence courses, a form.
0.

± .

of individualized instruction: The,University of Nebraska

and the University of Tennessee are exaMples of colleges

offering corretpondedcecouric!s. The Ame'rican School isJID

one of the-Older.corr spondence schools. The National

Association of Secondary School Principals Model Schools

Project recommends the correspondence learning node as an

alternative-curriculum pattern. 2

`The American School contracts on an individual

basis.fortredit,'bUt a .variation of this occurs where

there is cooperation with the.°1oc'af school when a student
.

',takes as course:, The. School then employ's a local instruc-
,

,

.-tor who supervises study as, _well as the tests. 3
.

. ,. ,
.

Teacher-quade independent s*A.y.:,material-iS adgrow--
. .

ing concept, and'thei'a are manY:.e7kaMpleso,fteaCher-rade
-,-- -.',

-Sdme7of_these materials proauced'b:y loCal
9

1

aiane-Divoky, "Individually Prescribed. InstruC.-=
'tion," Nation's Schools 74 DloiVember;1969)144-=-48

5 L oy -Lrumb and kiiIliam Georadadesi, "Doing.., ,

'Better with What-You Have:eNASSP Moael'ISCh.cols ProSec4. "ti, r

-04, 117.,
, A.

°D [

PSwiervied. Correspondence Stud At Your Service
(Chicago: iliaerican School, n.d.): .. ,

, / ,
,.4 ,
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A

teachers-can be seen,at WashIngtoniElepentary School. in .

Wheaton, Illinois. Some studies on independent study,

indicate little or no difference ino learning when 'compared

to the iesulta.from other methods.
1,

Laboratory -Learning
4

Trial and' error and designed discovery are among

the characteristic .processes of laboratory learning. The

period of trial and error in labOratory.learning,can be

shortened in some instances by showing films, demonstra

tions'and,other methods. "Medical students thought'that .

P

films and,programs could be .used to replace both .labora

tory and demonstration'periods . . ."21.Laboi.atory work

need not be individual to be effective. AcCording to

DoWnek, two 'pr.more mayswork together and achieve the same

results in learning concepts, processes, etc.
3

a

1NormaAr. Scheidemarr, "An Experiment in 'Teaching
Psychology," Journal of Applied Psychology 13 (1929):

,188-91.
Charles R. Atherton, "Lcture, Discussion and

Independent Study Instructional-Materials Revisi-,ted,".

Journal of Experimental Education 40 (Summer 1972):27.,

2
\ W. ,T. Stickle:6 The Evaluation of a Film Program

2.e4aigue for SelfinstrUFTTUEin Medical narmacology,
University of Washir0-ton Dissertation Abstracts 25
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilins, Incorporated,.

OP 4462, n.d.)..

.)W. J. TTcKeachie, "Research in Teaching: The Gap
Between Theory and Practice," p. 350.

a
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Assigned Reading Techniques

49

Little literature-was fOund to isolate and evalu-
. 0, c

ate assigned reading as a scheme; however; it is an

integral.part of the current teaching process./

Technological Innovation

CompUters have been developed such as those used

in PLAN (Pir.ogrammed:LearninAccording to Need) to analyze

and program an individual's. work. Teaching-machines are

being manufactured by the multitude, from simple to com-

pleX. . Readers and'programmed material are, examples of

thes?. The invention. of the cassette tape recorder and

player has opened up amhble new world of opportunities.

This has p_oducedan array of books, textbook series,

films, audio and .visual -tapes and picrofOrms-

COmputer-assisted instruction and records have been

commercially produced 0 enhance or-to completely direct a

ctudent's individual instruction.3 Educational televis'kon

is still struggling in some areas to be arv-e-fective teach-

ing mode. Small schools and rural schools find hope in

1 Chris A. DeYoung and Richard Wynn, American
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill .Buck Company, 1Y72),
p. 368.

2
-Ibid., p. 386.

,,zephen K. Bailey and others, Alternative Paths
Lc, the High School Diploma, p. 48.
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the fact that these technological advances improve

the curriculum.
1

Organizational Patterns'for:-
TeaChingLearning Schematics

Team Teaching

Goodlad.states that ". . . team teaching opens utt

the school-to Nrther innovation;'in school building

design, personnel utilization, teacher education, pro-,

grammed'instruCtion, educational guidance and computer

use. "2 Several types of7fe-am teaching structures have been

identified, including:'

1. Team leader type: One person is desig
nated as leader and coteachers'are
considered either as subordinate
teachers or peer,teachers:

2. Associate type: Two or more teachers,
join'tOgether as colleagues.

3. Master teacher beginning teacher
type: One teacher is a leader and

'mpre expert professional with the
coworkers being less expert and sub
() d.inate to the master teacher.3'

1Robert E. King, "New Technology and the Smaller
Secondary School,"'The Bulletin.of the National Association
of Secondary School Principals 50 (February-lg66):29,

John. I. Goodlad, "Thought,. Invention, and.Research
in Advancement of Education," The Educational Forum 33

(November 1968):13-144

3Paul R. Mort, "The Middle C-rOund Hypothesis,"
taken from an occasional paper, Columbia Teachers
College, Columbia University, n,d.
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A set .of cr2iteria that allows one to measure

whether an organizational .pattern is team teaching or not

was established by Mort. The pattern:

1: Must involve a sufficient number of students;

2. Is of sufficient length of time;

3. Has instructional objectives in order to
sufficiently permit some type of formal

evaluation.

Mort defined team teaching as. follows

Team teaching is,a t1pe of organization,
Anvolving teaching. personnel and the students
assigned to them, in which two u.r7 more teachers !

are given responsibility, working.togetherl for

all or a significant part of the instruction- of .

the: same group of students -.L

Davis states that one of the prime reasons for adoptihg
. 0

team teaching is to improve staff utilization and thus

presumably to improve instruction.3

"Differentiated staff" may be considered as a sep--

arate variation of the team ``teaching System. One "a8I16.ily-

thinks-of differentiated staffing ,inhierarchialterms

',with staff members with degrees, of competency and responsi-

bility; however, the staff can be made up of a team of

Ibid.

Ibid.

3Harold S
Teaching Program,
Selected Readings
(Nev. York: Thomas

. Davis :. "Organizing
" in'An Introduction
ed. by Marjorie Mi

Y. Crowell Company),

an Effective Team
to Education:
tchell Cann
p. 260.
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peers.1 According to Colman and Bud2lill team teaching;

though existent, admittedly poses no real'thredt to the

oneteacher classroom.
2 Small schools can perhaps utilize

the scheme in the area of fine arts.

Multiple Classes

When'more than one subject area or varied sequences

of the same course are taught in the same room at the'aame

time, it is considered to Ile a multiple clasS. -1111.11tiple

classes are not Widely advocated nor discussed in

literature.

The Catskill Area Project in Small School Design

and the Western States Small. Schools Project recognize the

multiple class plan as a vehicle for expanding course

offerings in a school having a small pupilteacher. ratio.

Dr. Ryan, who was principal of-the University of.

Wisconsin's Experimental High School, made reference to the

.
plan as early as the 1920's.

3 Combinations of classes
c

';taught by one teacher such as the following are recommended:

1 Ibid., p. 269.

2Clyde H. Colman and Leon Budahl, "Necessary
,Ingredients for Good Team Teaching," The Bulletin of the

National Accociation of Secondary School Principals 57

(January 1973):41.

3Broady and Broady Administration of Sall Twelve
Grade Schools, p. 14..

b;)



1. Intermediate algebra, trigonometry,
advanced mathematics;

2. ,Art, shop, business;

3. French'Il II, III)

Through multiple classes, schools may cm. seV-

,eral levels of foreign language classes; thus creating

multiple classes. Schools with enrollments of four hundred

or more are, doing this in IoW-enrollment areas. Theinven-

tiOn of the cassette- -.and the invention of the language

laboratory have facilitated this. Multiple classes are

cited as an innovation, by _Merrill in his report on the

Westerrf States Small Schools Project.
2

A disadvantage of multiple classes is that. More

intensive prepa'ration is needed::- Also, there is an. urgent

need for aids., The teacher must be inclined toward enjoy-

ing the stimulus of varied activities;.hOwever, the

multiple class approach where only a few students are

involved in each subject area Will not overload a teacher

..in .comparison to the load of from 100 to 150 students.

which many teachers in larger schools have .3

1Alfred P.. Wilson, Educational Innovations in Rural
America (Las Cruces, New MQX.: ERIC Documen Reproduction.
Service,'ED 045,241, 19.70), 31. ,.

2 .-
.

Russell Merrill, "A Model Staffing Plan," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School
Principals 54,(TETFUe7-170):97.

3-Broady and
.

troadv, Administration of Stall
Twelve-Grade School, p. 47.
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Modular Flexible Scheaiiling

Because some disciplines require more teacher

instruction time or that certain other, areas can release

students for individual study, flexible schedules Wilt

on oodules
1 have been developed with varying degrees of

sophistication.2 Smallgroup and largeTroup instruction

can be facilitated through flexible scheduling.
3 Uncom

mitted time can be assigned thrpugh flexible spheduling.

This plan,has been,recommended by.some educational con,

sultants.
4 The Smallway Model, as well as the models

reported in the Western States. Small Schools Project and

other projects, includes flexible scheduling or an element

"'of flexible scheduling.

Individualized Study

Individualized education can be spoken of in many,
,

varied terms. Nongrading, the open classroom, programmed

1Modules are defined here as time blocks of varying

lengths.

2Daniel, P. Shockloss, "Changing to Modular Flexible
Scheduling," The Bulletin of the.National Association of

Secondary School Principals 57 January 1 73 -7
. .

Dwight_Vi. Allen, "Innov tions in Elementary and
Secondary 'Education," in CriticiSm, Conflict, & Change,

ed. by Emanuel Hurwitz, Jr. and 4beit Maidment (New-York:
Dodd, Mead b..n.6 Company, 1970), p. 392.

-
4Leggett and others, liThe Case for a Small High

School," p. 47.
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instruction and independent study are elated to individu

alized instruction.

Learning packages stating goals, ,learning .modes,

and evaluation techniques have been developed by. staff

members in the Oregon Small Schools Program. 'Completely

packaged learning materials have been developedfora high

school of one hundred. in the area of English. Siletz High

School of one.hundred Students and two English teachers

have developed a nongraded progi:at'S of 2i nineweek

courses. 1 Goodlad sees a vertical progression with a

criterionreferenced standard, meaning that progressive

levels of learning must be mastered before moving on to

higher levels. He believes nongradedness has 'virtue

because. of this essential concept.
2

. Summary

Of the various delivery systems whereby one or a.

group of teachers produces an atmespshere in which students

learn, lecturing is the oldest and perhaps still the:pr

vailing mode. It is Somewhat limiting in that acquisitioTi

of knowledge, especially the facts of information that are

. a part of knowledge, is the general result. Discussion is

1Donald'F..Miller, "The Oregon Small Schools
Program," The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principa_ s 5 October, 1970 :Oi.

2Goodlad, "Thought, Invention and Research in
Advancement of Education,"'p. 16.
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believea to be a more effective producer of learning of-a

more complex nature.

Programmed learning and other mechanical modes,

as well as assigned reading, are contemporary approached .

o learning. These add the dimension of speed of learning

that prpvides for individual learning. Correspondence.

courses and-teacherrmade systemsarer variations of this,

he modes of teaching can be organized in a va:auty

of ways to further enhance, the production and delivery of

leaiming. Team teaching, of which planning is the heart

and perhaps the es'sence of the-resulting learning, is a

contemporary organizational pattern. The multiple class

plan Can utilize one or more teaching schematics. Modular

flexible scheduling and individualized study designs al,

utilize other teaching-learning bcA4ematics. Technological

advancements may enhance any of the plans;

613
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CHAPTER'V

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF,SNALLSCHOOLS

Schools with less than two hundred students are

still in existence in theUnited States;-e-gp-scially in

remote areas in the central to western states. In litera -

ture one can find postures advancing.-the cause of the

small school and arguments against the small school. Lit-

tle seems to have been done with statistical research over

a significantly long period of time substantiating the

claims of either viewpoint.

A 'public credibilitTgap perhaps is a most serious

handicap to the _proponents of a'smali-school since our

society seems to equateefficienc.y.with largeness.
1,

Yet,.

Carleton states, "There's no-reason ,Why a small high.

school- -even one with,an enrollment under one hundred--

'shOuld necessarily be a poor school."2

ResOurces 'Stch as software for audio-visual equip-7

rent and the audio-visual .equipment itself are costly in

Leggett and others, "The Case for a'Small High

School," p. 52.

2.Linus J. Carleton, "The PrOblem of the Small
High School in the Northwest AssoCiation of Secondary and

Higher Schools,The Bulletin 'of the National Association

of Secondary School Principals ,5O (..ebruary 1966) :104.
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. 1proportiOn to the number of students. The:cost per pupil

is perhaps the clearest evidence for a case against small

secondary schools. In the New England a comparison

of cost clearly revealed the'cost of education per student

increased as thePopulation of the school, decreased.2

Cronin states. that in the 1970's laymen will refuse to pay

the bill for small schools and that federal programs with
=,

incentives will produce considerations'tOward consolida,

tion:3. Also, teachers and administrators who desire a more-

manageable orgaAizational.pattern'and-who desire'moreaumane.

working conditions will influence'decisions on school size.
1

The argument-heard often is concerning transporta

tion costs. The Ohio School Board Association..investigated

this concern and discovered that when School districts

reorganize, transportation costs. do not rise any faster

than other costs .4

1Leggett and others, "The Case for a Small High
chool," p. 52.

2Gregory R. Anrig, "The New England Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools and Accreditation of the
Small Secondary School," The Bulletin of the National,
Association of Secondary School Principals 50
(February 1966):95.

'Joseph K. Cronin, School District` Reorganization
for the 1970's (las Cruces, New Mex.: ,.ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 017 039, n.d.), p. 6.

4K. C. DeGood, The Myths of Reorganization
(Columbus: Ohio School Boards Associa-uion; Las cruces,
New Mex.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 020 036,
1968), p. 5.
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"Schools are designed to do Many.things for many

studentS." If this theory can be accepted, the small

school's limited curricular and extra- curricular. offerings

violate this. Lack:of curricular depth-. and administrator's

with little.experianbe as full-time administrators present

reasons for doubting the quality,of a small school.

Barkerl.howeVer, states that onecannot assume that rich

curriculum, varied extra-curricular activities and good

facilities necessarily .mean rich experiences for students.

'He discoVered.that students in small schbol sett'ings'par-

ticipated more, assumed leadership roles more and utilized

a variety ofcourses more often; furthermore, the students

in small school settingS were involvedin community life.

more.
2

'SMall sehoolsaxe'neltorious for placing many

demands upon'teachers by assigning them several classes

and many different preparations. -There are probably more
.

.

,

extracurricular expectations of a teacher in a small high

s,

. . -
chool-.

3
Schools in the 100-. 199 student population range

/A. W. Sturges, "The Upper Midwest Small Schools
Project," The Bulletin of the National Association .of

.

Secondary Sehool'Principais -50 (February 1966):73. \\ .

2
Barker, Big School-Small'Schobl, pp. 72 -73.

3Thomas F. Gallant and Larry J. Zimmer, "Teaching
in the Smaller SecondaryScflool: Its Demands and Oppor-
tunities," The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals -50 CFebruary 1966):12-13.

6
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<

are restricted .in the number of course offerings- because

Of limited staff and facilities. The staff is utilized -to

. its maximUm:in order to provide as many offerings aspossi
<

ble. The typical school of the above size range would

offer fOrtyone units of instruction.1'

I-thas been said that a high- school should 'Offer

3.2 times as many courses as are required for graduation

if the youth'entering the labor, field are to have as ade

quate an opportunity as the one provided for youth entering.

college. Thus, if seventeen courses are required far grad
,

uation, about fiftyfour should be offared.2

Restricted course offerings is a Serious defi'Ciency

of many small schools. Many lack two years- of foreign lan-
-

guage, fine arts, and.little or no guidance services. One

section of English and few electives are-.common.
3 The mini

course concebt.modifies this criticism to'a'degree. '17A

huge program bbi..sed on and tailored to the needs of, students

A ,

is i

z,

. This is achieved through minicourses',

.1 Gordon Cawelti, "Small
Noi:th Central Association," The
Association of Secondary School
(February 1966):86.

' 2.

'SecondarySchools of the
Bulletin of the National-
Principals 50

W. D. McClurkin, Ihiral Education' in the United

States.(Las Cruces New Mex.: ERIC Document ReprbduCtion

Service; ED ,043 40,,1970) pp. 7-10.

3
.

Oliver, "The Smaller Secondary. School and

Accreditation in the Middle States'AssOciation of Colleges

and Secondary Schools," 110.

4Leggett and others, "The Cabe for a Small High

SChool," p. 52.
1)



1,n,d4penden,:le.araIng- of.e6m4hity resoArce-

wbuld think that. teachers in small 'schools,

Eyot

to'maka -s)rt different pr(..paratien

alOUt
t

.;!Ittex. .o ()rd.- die:covered' th.;?sJ

.so conerm;d abdut this'na.,they were
.

m4teri=1,1,
1.

t be ;crone,

about-4'0.e lack,
2. I

A teachers being a gneral.st with a broad ba6k7..

ground of subject natter. has its'ad'Vantaze'S in that he

would tend, to' be less restricted in his dutlook :and be

more alat'to be cooperative with other teachers. This' 6itu-

ation would place the teacher in, close, contact with -the

students, ailowinghim to see them, from d. new perspe'ctive.

The 'teacher in a' small secondary school experiences

. pendence and freedom. FeWer.curriculum guides,May'evolye

b'ut,the:.teacher may deVelep program uniciliP to his

teaching, style .2

A longitudinal study comparing student achievement

in,reorganipd and non - reorganized schools indicates -that

those students in the reorganized scheols scored higher

1
O

PaulFord and others
(Portland, Ore.: Northwest Re
Las Cruces, Item Mex.: ERIC Do
ED 012 208, 1968), pp. 8-9.

2Gallant.and Zi:irime"Teaching in thew ma lee
:SeCondary Schpol,'! pp. 12 -14.

Remote High Schocl
gional Education Laboratory;
cument Reproducton SeT'vice,

6u



1 ,whengiven. school achievement tests-. :Programmed ina.Leri .T

is found to be recommended and cased. by many small schools

increase tours'r.L: offerin Loss of.

to; ards completing; course work through programmea

in an individualized way was found to besteadY

and subtantk7i1 in.one.studg. The students in this study

were identified as high achievers.?

°Teachers know each student by name in the small

school and every student is needed to operate the various

activities of the school, thus ,student.selfesteem'seems

to be higher in small Schools. ..Alsol ineffective teachers

can 'be more easily identified and provided with help. 3

Summary

Literature on small schools abounds; however,

little research has been reported: It is common that

"what is" seems to be reported as.:Opposed to "what should

1B.
W, Kreitiow, LongTerm Study Of Educational

-Effectiveness of Newly Formed Centralized Schools in Rural
Areas, Part . (Madison, Wisc.: University of Wisdonsin;
Las Cruces, New Mex.: ERIC ,Document Reproduction SerVice,
.ED 002 857, 1969), p. 10.

.
2
Programmed Instruction for Superior Students in

High Schools: Interim Re ort,,lor Pro:ect Year No; 1
Los 'ruces, ew Yex.: h. C Documen 1 epro.uc ion Service,

ED -010 269, n.d.).

',Tack B. SehOe-lholtz, "Small High Schools-7:
Panacea or .MalIgnancy?" Phi Delta Kappan (May 1972):578.

6.)
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1 .
bf;." liodels have been developed for small. schools in

large numbers if one would. Consider a. report on a ,small

segment o± the school enterprise such as scheduling as

,being a model. Comprehensive models :are not reported

extensively nor are the process type 'models. .Models in _

general can many times.be applied to either small or -4!arge

schools with slight modification.

Most educators who comment on the merits of/a small

high school with less thamtwo'hundred studentsag ee thati

there are advantages and disadvantages to a small/high

school. Cotis,a glaring.diSadVantage as is the/teachers'

not teaching in their fields of expertise.' Studnt Par

ticipation and close teacherpupil interaction are often
J

mentioned as strengths of the 'small school. .In one study

the Students. in Wisconsin who attended reorganized schools

attained higher test scores on their achievement tests.

than their counterparts' in nonreorganized schools. Little

research of this kind is found to support or/reject the .

Smallschbol concept.

1 G. L. Oliver, A Technological RatiOnale for
Curriculum and Instruction (Las Cruces, New/Mex.: ERIC
/Document eproduction Service, 1M 031 774,. 969)4 p. 27.



CHAPTER VI

THE MODEL

Objectives'

The basic purpose of this conceptual model which

follows is to engineer a designin which curriculum,

staff, and organization are elements--for.which a small .

high school with an enrollment ranging from less than one

hundred students to not.more than trio hundred students can

provide a satisfactory program of education for secondary-

school pupils as measured by the A160 document and local

student goals._ This is to 'say, also, that at least mini-

.mal requirements are to be met. The structure of the

model will:

1. Be a design reflective of a small.
school which is unique: rather than
the'large city schoo1.1

2. Be practical and operational.

3. Provide the basic educational bppor-
tunities identified in the A160,
Chapter VI.2

1Broady and Broady, Administration of Small

Twelve -Grade Schools; p. 10.

2Illinois, The Illinois Program for Evaluation,
.Supervision and Recognition of Schools, pp. 15-25.
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4- Provide for the student who is in
the normal or regular program.

5. Accommodate stated student goals.

The model will be developed by synthesizing the

various elements known to exist in edUcational practice

that will produce .a Model with elements meeting the follow-

ing criteria:

1. Can flexibility be considered a

feature?

2. Can a staff of twelve.or thirteen
teachers readily adapt to this

concept?

Is the *cost reasonable for such a
:budget as a small school could

create?

4. Is there an authority inthe field
who considers the identified concept
valid and worthwhile?

5. Would this concept facilitate the
zoals established by the community

for the instructicnalprogram?

This model will fulfill the design aspect of the

CUba and Clark Schema, described in Chapter III. The

exact positioning of the model can be said to-be- located

.at the design element stage of the relation to change

level. That is, the model reflects the engineering and

packaging role of an educational invention as opposed to

designlnga-criteria model or developing a distemination

model that proposes a. method of informing the educational'

community of the invention. This type of model design

72
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calls for fashioning the solution .into an acceptable and

adaptable form. It engineers and packages' the invention.
1

Model Design.

The model design will be developed from the

student,goals\as established in the Rankin ,,Program Plain
2

which- was approved by the local school board and the Office

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction The following

format for each of the student, goals is the heart of,the

model: .

.1. Inventory of need
2. 'Statement of need.
3. Performance objective
4. .,Implementation

Student. Goal (Number. One) - Develop a desire for learning
now and in the future.

Inventory of need. Five to six percent of the

students drop out before high school graduation. Fifty

percent of the juniors .and seniors surveyed indicated that

the courses taken were not of interest to them. Only very

few could recall from memory. ninety percent of the courses

they had. taken thee past three or four years. Fifty percent

of the courses recalled were taken because they were re-.

qui red or to acquire-enough credit for graduation.

1,r.Creitlow,-Long-Term Study of Educational
Effectiveness of-Newly Formed Centralized Schools in
'Rural Areas, pp. 1-2.

-Appendix I
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Therefore, it isconcluded that .a significant number of

courses .are taken without forethought as to productive

purpose

Statement of need. The dropout rate needs to

6.ecrease. Students need. to select courses with a more

direct purpose and the schobI climate needs to be one

which encourages an enthusiasm for the school tasks.-

Performance objective. The dropout rate will

.
decline to less than five percent; students will develop

) patterns of curricular choices that indicate a career or

occupational goal; and a survey of student attitudes will

produce replies indicating an improvement in .personal sat

isfaction in the course areas chosen for study.

ImPlementation. Scheduled into a student's we.c,k

will be periods of time whereby the student can choose

independent study, teacher consultation, library work or

just relaxation in a lounge area. TeacherS will be'sched.,.

uled to allow this. A phased modular schedule will be

developed to accommodate this. A typical teacher will

have five courses meeting three hours-per ek to lessen

teacher preparation and daily load.

A counseling system will incorporate, a career and.

occupation design leading students to first explore

through orientation courses'and.firstyear courses.

Attempts will be-made to produce commitments by the sopho

more year, whereby the student selects an array of courses

r
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that would vault him toward a career or occupational goal.

A survey taken prior to implementation will ba the .basis

of Oomparison and then a survey on attitudes is to be

taken each year.

An inservice program designed to identify teach

ing styles will be ongoing. Teachers will be allowed to

identify the style or styles they are using and they'will

monitor their actual teaching .throughthe Verbal Pattern.

Analysis system and evaluate themselves. Awareness of

whether a teacher is controlling studentteacher talk in

such a manner as to alloma studentcenteredness is the

major goal-of the Verbal Pattern Analysis system. Com

bining the awareness of teaching -styles with a skill for'

measuring such, it is believed that teacher behavior will

change and students will experience a more varied and

motivating climate.

Student Goal .(Number Two) Develop skills in math, reading,
writing,-speakin:cr and listening:.

Inventor of.need. Over fifty-percent of the

juniors and seniors are .underachieving as measured by .

intelligen e tests, achievement tests and bourse grades.

Statement of need. A criterion based instructional

method needs to'be available in these skill areas with pro---

vision .being made .for alternative learning styles.

7,5
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Performance objective. A criterion-based instruc-.

tional method will be established for these curricular

areas, as well as alternative modes of instruction.

Implementation. .Programmed material vdll be pur-

.chased fOr these skill areas as an optional.learning mode

through independent study or through a designed Individu-

ally Guided Instruction Program. 1 An audio-visual program

will be implemented where possible.

Teacher-centered courses will remain, but a'set of -

measurable objectives or developmental learning objectives

will be designed and students will be taught from these

and will be evaluated by the same criteria. The guidance

counselor will be responsible for identifying-students

with differing learning styles and will establish aprogram

unique to .the students' needs. Pupil. personnel staff will

be involved in the process. This includes the school psy-

-chologist, social worker, diagnostic teacher, nurse and

others as needed.

Student Goals (Number Three and NumberFour) 7- Develop

pride in work and feeling of self-worth; develop character.

and self-resrect:-

Inventory of :need. Through unobtrusiVe measures

such as observations by guidance personnel, faculty-members

and administrators, it is deduced- that a large minority

lAppendix III
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of nearly fifty percent of the Rankin students exhibit

feelings of low selfesteem and feelings-of inadequacy,

thus 'resulting in weak character which leads to little;Or

no pride in themselves or in.the'work Which they d . It

is observed that these same feelings are rarely verbalized

to the staff, even those who are considered to be in closer

communication With the students than:other members of the

staff.

Some of the observations made are as follows:

1. Nearly fifty percent of the students

working below;grade level.

2. Students' -comments .such as:

a, "I am going to get out of this

area when I graduate. There is

nothing here."

b. "The-teachers are to blame for my

negative attitude." (or "poor grades")

c. "The administrators don't care about .

us."

3. Lack offollowthrOugh when making commitmerts

as a' class on class projects,- (The same. two

or three sL-udents work with.advisors and show

up for work and-Af many show_ up, a, large

number do- not participate in the activity.)

4. Destruction or multiiation of school property.
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5. Lack of-teamwork in team athletic events;

persecution of those who try tO excei.above

the norm.

0. Isolation of peers who excel academically.

Statement.(>47 need. A program needs to be developed

that will provide planned opportunities for students to

.experiencesuccesses, share feelings and develop. better

selfimages. A design needs to be structured whereby stu

dents will be scheduled according to individual needs and

will4be encouraged to communicate,concernS about themselves.

Performance.objective. More extensive guidance in

volvement will be provided for course selection and more

alternatives with a wider range of bourses will be made

available. Sessions. will be scheduled with the counselor

whereby student's are invited. at -times and scheduled at

other. times to beCome involved with the concerns of one's

self. Opportunities to communicate this will be provided

during these sessions..

Implementation. The counselor .will meet on a daily

basis with students to discuss areas concernedwith self

image and to involve°students in their

feelings. Volunteer involvement and scheduled involvement

on behalf of the. students will be arranged. The school

social worker will periodically chair these therapy

sessions. Minicourses in English and individualized

programmed courses will. be designed..
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Expositions, displays, .contests and other varied

activities will be organized to recognize student achieve

ments. Students .will be given recognition for participating

in extracurricular activities such as chess-clubi camera

club., science club, etc.-as well as for participating in

the traditional athletic and music activities...

Student Goals (Number Five and Number seven) .Learn to
resoect and get along with people with whom you workand
live; learn how to respect .end get along With -people who
,think, dress and act differently.

Inventory of need, Rankin students are isOlated

from other cultural and ethnic groUns. Those who ``_have

been.on student exchange visits have questioned life

stYles of those they visited and have com.nented in.such

a way as to show evidence of lack. of understanding of

other life styles..

Statement of need. Students. need to understand

the 'sociological undergirdings of our culture.

Performance objective. The social sciences and

humanities will purposely integrate the study of man and

relate these learnings to contemporary, situations, This

will be done to a' lesser-degree in-other courses.

Community and university resources .will be utilized

to guarantee other perspectives being brought into the.

classroom, An exchange student program will be implemented.
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Studentcs!-oal (jiumber Six) Learn how to examine and use
iii or -ion.

Inventory of need* Teaching modes generally prac

ticed do not encourage active student involvement in

learning. Observation indicated that a high percent of

teaching is teacher centered and results in the recall

level of learning. Students rarely_im-olement what is

learned in school in.a mearlingfUlway.

Statement of need. More instruction needs to occur

Whereby students learn .by discovery and are given a. utili

tarian purpose for learning.

Performance objective. Teachers will be given

__inservice as'to the varied modes of learning. Attempts

will-be made to gain commitments by teachers toward student

centered learning and through inservice teachers will learn

to.identify whether they are studentcentered in their

teaching style or styles

Im-olementatiOn. Inservice as indicated for the

first student goal will help implement this.- i commitment
,3

toward studTtcentered learning will be solicited for

those areas of learning for which teachers feel this is'

best suited. 1Further inservice through the_ universities

will be solicited for those teachers who indicate. need or

who cannot'show how they implement this concept once they

agree to it The librarian will teach a mini -unit on

library usage for freshmen and sophOMores. A senior)evel

3
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English course will be developed, centered around the idea

of writing research papers.

Elements, of the-Model

Classroom Learning Conditions

h prime element of the model is to enhance the

teachers' tendenCy to be concerned about the student. as an

individual--his interests, his capacity, and himielf as a

unique person. Secondly, increased awareness through
dr.

inservice'will further help orient teachers to the concept.

of the Micro-cosmic learner7-one who seeks knowledge bii

by bit, yet operates with.whole universes of:.knowledge. He

must do so by selecting appropriate bits ofjuicikedge that

help him piece too-ether the jigsav puzzle of learning. Not
. 9

all of the pieces need to be. a. paft o' the learner's relie;c-

toire for him to see the conplete picture, for the human

mind can synthesizewithout completeness of the set.

Throdgliinservice education, each teacher will be

urged to play the role of facilitator--one vho becomes a

res ce, person, director of learning an7d who relates to

the student to support the learning process. However,:,the

uniqueness of each to Cher will. be recognized. These

elements will be th heart of the attitudinal.dhanges.
6

0

.TeaclTing-Learning Schematics,

The full range of teaching-learning scht,matics of

which one could think might be .in one v:iay or another a
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Part of this-model.,'In terms of' the 'individual teacher,

And his professional world- -the claSsroem-thi is believed

to be especially true. In the- wider environment of -the 11"°^

scho61--its designs and patterns--certain schemes will be

purposely designed and emphasized or de-emphasized.
-

L'ecturing will not' be encouraged.','Mtscussion will
.

encourag6d'to a small degree. The organizational pat-

tern ofthe courses and teacher independence in most areas

0

,wil1 leave limited control\ over the preceding-two. The

teacher as afacilitator'will be strongly emphasized and

. -

especially in the 'areas of

ence offerings,. programmed

independent study, correspond-

,

learning, laboratory learning,.:

and multiple classes. Through the purchase of Vechnical '.

apparatus and games, individual learning and group learning
.

will be encouraged and thus teacher-centeredness will be'

avoided.

Organizational Patterns
"-
Departmentalized class schedule. A traditions.)

schedule of cl:asses w. 1 be offered for most areas, A

sligh:ely Modified traditional schedule :rill ,be created i7o

accommod;t0

will provide one extremely long period for

the joint vocational educational venture` and

vocational offerings.

certain other
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Independent study. A policy to encourage students

to learn independently through commercial and teacher-made

courses will be developed.1

Correspondence courses. Course credit may be-

earned towards graduation .by cOrespondence. cours16s

\

and the number of courses approved are to =be recommended
. 1

bytthe guidance counselor and'approved by the adtinist4tor.

\ Multiple classes'. Then low enrollment occurs .in\

two or more areas in a discipline of study, the teadher, .

will be-encoUraged to teach two -ceursessimultateously.

This can °emir in.the traditional Manner of the dj!scipIine-

or,through'a combination of type classes,

corri,;spond:nce courses..and/br independent- study. (Ex 122T4e'
. ,

'A. regular, drafting course could. be cembined with a.

vocational supervised-correspondence study, such as irick-.

I)

laying.) A written design to. operate as a non-graded.

Hentity vill be required for each multiple class situation
.,..

0

using this ,fozalat.

Team teaching. .AlthOugh this 'pattern is .possible

a an option, it Will not be built into the model immedi-

-L41 7:i'* When the appropriate personnel are it

will Ve encouraged' of the fine arts and physi-:

cal education.

pendix Ill

3
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'Credit by examination A studen may earn credit

by means of an examination with the administratdr's

approval. A satisfactory test to measure competencies

will be developed for each situation,

Course Offerings and Modes o-_& Delj-very

Course Offerings to be Scheduled
on Regular Schedule-

Language Arts

English T P
II /

IV - one! unit each
-

(Four mini -units per year, with some
required'units for'Englilh I and II)

English I - Basic Grammar1 Grammar I,*
Bftsic Writing Skills,* Advanced Grammar II,*
Types- of Literature*

English II - Introductior. to Poetry,*
Communication Skills,4- Advanced Composition,
The Novel, Dramaties,,Writing in'Action

English III and IV - Introduction to
Shakespeare, Mark Twain, .Edgar Allen Poe,.

Russian Literature, Black-Literature,
Early Americanjaterature, American
,Literature, The American Novel,
Shakespeare II, Modern Poetry, Writing in
Action II, Creative Writing; The Research
Paper, The ROmantics, 1.8th Century English
Literature, World Literature,' Modern
American Literature, Independent Study,
Horror:Literature. or Seience Fiction

Science

Gereral Science. - one unit
(meets conservation. requirement)

Biology I and II -- one. unit each
Chemistry one unit
Physics - ene.unit-

*Required Unit

8 4



Mathematics

Pre-Algebra - one unit
Algebra .I one unit
Geometry.- one unit
Algebra II - one unit
-Advanced Mathematics - one unit

.Social. Studies and United States History

Civics - one unit
United States History- one unit
Geography.- one .unit
Sociology - one unit
Psychology - one unit

.Foreign Language

Spanish I-and II - one'unit each
(Other languages via correspondence):

Music
. -

Mixed Choir - one-half unit
Band - one-half unit
Individual-Lessons

Art

Non-graded Art I, II, III, IV --
one-fourth. unit each

Health Education

Health - one-half unit

Consumer.Edudation

Family Living:, one .unit

Safety and Driver Education

Driver Education - one-half unit

Agriculture

Basic Agriculture - One unit
Agriculture Science - one unit
Agri.cultttral Occupations - oneLhalf unit
Farm Operations - one unit
Small Enginesena-half unit
Horticulture - one'unit

85
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Business

General Business- one unit
*. Typing Land= - one unit each
Bookkeeping I and II - one unit each
Shorthand - one. unit :

Secretarial Science - one unit
Business Law,- one-half unit

Industrial Arts

Industrial Arts Orientation - one unit
Woods - one-half unit
Drafting - one-half unit
Electricity one-half unit
Advanced. Woods - one-half unit
Architectural Drafting -.one-half unit
Electronics - one-half unit

Home Ecohomics

Home Economics Orientation - one unit
Foods - one half unit
Sewing - one-half unit
Child Development - one --half unit
Interior Decorating - one-half unit
Advanced Foods - one-half unit
Bachelor Living - one unit

Physical Education

Boys' Physical Education - one-fourth unit
per .year

Girls', Physical Education ,-- one-fourth unit
per year

Interrelated Cooperative

On-the-Job-Training - two units

Cooperative (Transport to local area' center),

Health Care Cooperative -'tTylro units °

Data Processing Cooperative two units
Advanced Engines Cooperative - two units,

Career Awareness

Career Awareness. Course - one-half-unit
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Independent Study Courses

Any of the above coursesi where considered feasible,

may be arranged as independent study courses by teacher and

student cooperatively, with guidance recommendation and

administrative apProval.

Individually Guided Instruction

The following program of courses are offered

using Rankin High School's"developed_guidelines andHoro

grammed texts: '
1

Maximum Units
Composition .1,

English Grammar I f
English Grammar II 1
Basic Math 1
Power/Speed Reading 1
Speed/Power Reading I
Spelling 1/2
Bookkeeping 1/2
Algebra I 1
Algebra II 1

Alternate Year Courses (Phasing)

These courses Will be-offered every other year

unless enrollment dictates- etherwise:

Chemistry Biology II'
Physics Spanish -I
echanical Drafting Spanish II

Electronics
Bookkeeping II
Businesies)Law
World story
.Geography

1
Appendix III

1
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If any students desire any of these courses when

they are not available by means of the regular classroom

intruct'ion, they May take them by independent study or

supervised correspondence..

Nultiple Class. Courses

Some courses, lend themselves to two or more-being
.

taught at the Same time. A nongraded, individualized

approach can be used with cassettes or other programmed-

-material. This is Zone where there are a minimal* number
,17;:

of students involved in'..two or more courses arid the teachei.
.

agrees that they can betaught in such a manner. The fol

lowing courses could.be taught as multiple classes:

I. Zoreign languages
. 2." Foods and Advanced Foods

.

3. Sewing and Advanced Sewing
4. Drafting .and Architectural Drafting
5. Bookkeeping and Typing
6. Algebra II and .Advanced Nath
7. Any low enrollment course and an IGI

orcorrespondence course student

Faculty and Courses Taught

Only the,cOurses to be taught in one year Will

be lisIed for the students to select from. Alternate

years would probably realign the teachers' teaching loads,

assuming that students registered to some extent for the

alternate courses. The. following teaching areas and

courses make up the academic curriculum:

88
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EnglishForeign Language Teacher

1. Eight English II and III miniunits

2. English IV
3. Spanish I and II (Multiple class)

BusinessEnglish Teacher

1. Four -English II and III miniunits
2. General BusinesS
3. Typing II.
4. ookkeeping I and II (Multiple class.

5; Secretarial Science
6. Business. Law

Business Girls' Physical Education Teacher
-g.

I. Ty-oing I
2. Shorthand
3. -Girls' Physical Education

Library -- English Teacher.

1. English-I
2: Library. and independent study

coordinator assignmehts

MathematicsPhystbal Science Teacher

1. PreAlgebra
2. Algebra
3. Geometry
4. Algebra II
5. Advanced Mathematics
6. Physics

Social Studies Teacher

1. Civids
2.. United. States History

3, Geography
4. World History

Driver EducationHealthPhysica) Education Teacher

1. Driver Education
2. Health
3. ,Boys' Physical Education
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A5;riculture Teacher

1. Basic Agriculture
2: Agricultural Science
3. 'Horticulture
4. .

Agricultural Occupations
5. Farm. Operations
6. InterrelatedoCooperative
7. Small Engines

Industrial Arts Teacher

1. Industrial.Arts Orientation
2. Woods.'
3. Drafting
4. Electricity
5. Advanced Woods
6. Architectural Drafting
7. Electronics

Home Economics Teacher

1. Home Economics Orientation
2. Foods _

Sewing
Bachelor Living

5. -Family Living;
6. Child Development
7. Interior Decorating
8. Advanced Foods

Onehalf Time Music Teacher
O

1. Band
2. Nixed Chorus
3. Individual Lessons

ScienceEnglish Teacher

1. General Science
2. Biology
3. Chemistry
4. English I

Guidance Counselor

. 1. Guidance
2.' Career Awareness
3. SoCiology
4. Psychology

5
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One fourth Time Fine Arts Teacher

Nongraded Art I, II, III, IV

Two HalfTime Administrators

1. Superintendent
2. Principal

Schedule

A typical schedule .with varied period. lengths to
0 0

allow for vocational afferings will be used. A floater

schedule can add to the number of classes that can be

fitted on the schedule. This is done by teaching coursess

four days a week where fiftyminute time segments are pro--

,vided on the regular schedule. The nonteaching days can

be. "floated" across the schedule, replacing the -fifth non

teaching day,

How Model Meets Criteria

Criteria Number One "Can flexibility be considered a
Feature?"

Flexibility in numbers served is met with this model
11

dnatmuch-as from slightly less than one hundred up to two

hundredstudentt could be "served without placing an exces

sive load on. teachers and on the other hand,-.it would not

make the venture more expensive. The schedule would support

this criteria in that although only one section of each

class would be offered, ,the courses would- be accessible to

a high majority of students. Vocational, laboratory and'

91
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education. classes would benefit from longer class

The rotation .of classes would provide for this

ing classes by periods from Monday through Friday

with shorter and longer periods built into the schedule.

Students would be provided vocational courses in

the basic five areas; home economics, industrial arts,

business, agriculture and allied health, in the tradition7a1

manner. Correspondence courses would expand on this further.

.Teachersupervised correspondence courses would strengthen

this. An example would be the industrial arts teaCh,,..rtz

supervising a correspohdence course on bricklaying for one

student while. teaching six to twelve students a woods course.

This is an example of a multiple_class cOneepV3 College

' bound students'wouId be -provided. fOur-Tears-of math, 'science

and English and_two years of a foreign _language.

Criteria Number Two "Can a staff of twelve dr thirteen

teachers readily adapt to this concept?"

The curriculum as designed requires no. uniqueness of

teacher preparation other than teachers' being willing to

- build strengths in their minor fields. The teaching modes,

such as individualization. required in multipler4asses and

programmed learning, would beg better handled thethe teachers

If they received some inservice; however, these are not

radical ideas beyond the teachers' 'awareness levels. Philo

sophic attitudes such as the teacherfacilitator concep'; and

studentcentered learning should be explored through

92
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.
inservice, Role changes are necessary to fully implement

the model. Only if teachers are willing to train themselves

to play different roles in teaching will the model succeed,

The "teacher-teller" concept that is-so prevalent'

today will be utilized but twelve or thirteen teachers can-

not provide for toe total scopeof the model with this mode

of instruction if other modes of instruction are not

employed. Multiple classeswhere two courses are taught

simultaneouslywill be required if certain low-incident

courses are offered. This necessitates individualizing and

using programmed learning materials.

The answer thus, is: "Yes, twelve or thirteen

teachers can make the model operable, but inservice and

retraining are necessary. A willingness to participate in

the program is also necessary."

Criteria Number Three - "Is the cost reasonable for such -a
budget as a small school could create?"

The model is purposely designed.to utilize no more

personnel than typically are operating in a school of from

less than one, hundred students to a maximum of two hundred

students. Personnel costs are a high percent of any

school -udget and are presently eighty percent of the total

budget for Rankin High School.- The model as designed would

not increase t1is percent of cot for persOnnel.

Material and equipment costs would increase somewhat

due to,alternative approaches and added-courses in the

°
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programmed learning and multiple class concepts; This

increase could not be, considered signifibant when:lookinii

at the total budget. Added facilities are not necessary

with this model'.

Criteria Number Four-- "Is there an authority in the field

who considers the identified concept valid and worthwnile?"

The scheduling aspect'of the model has been incor

porated from several Sources- and is .thus eclectic in nature.

A rotating schedule is incorporated in this model; elements

of this-concept were taken from Fiebiger's report on a

rotating Schedule.
1 Phasing and modulartype time blocks

used in the. model mere developed by Leggett and others in /

their model.
2

The external high school diploma...program (of_NeW York

and its tendency to 'utilize the teacher7facilitatbconcept

-of Carl Rogers had a decisive influence on the Itiode1j the

Philadelphia Parkway Program4 and the New York and Berkeley

1Fiebiger, Charlo Class SchedulingPlan.

2 Leggett and others, "The Case for a Small.High

Schodl."

3Bailey. and others, Alternative Paths to the High

School Diploma.

atson, Alternative SchoolsAPioneering Districts

Create Options 'for Students.
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encouraged development'of the model for a

small uudent body.

Broady and Broa,dy's writing contributed much to

the model because they encouraged multiple classes, indepen-

dekit study, and programmed learning.2 The Guba and Clark

Schema ,aided in giving the model an identity; the model was

established at the design element, stage of the relation to

change level. 3.
. .

The lecture method will continue as a learning

vehicle of the wide range of teaching-learning schematics

available as will.the discussion method.. The teacher-.

facilitator concept, as advocated by Carl Rogers4 will be a

rational element and a thrust of the model. Student-

centered learning as advocated by Neill .5

and others will be

stressed, Programmed learning has been established and is

incorporated; in many commercial instructional approaches

that will be utilized more extensively in this model than

in mosU school schemes.

.1
Berkeiey-Board of. Education; Experimental Schools

Program. .

.

-,.

2Broady and Broady, Administration of Small Twelve-
Grade Schools.

... . ,
.

0
. ,

-).Kreitlowi Long=Term Study of Educational
Effectiveness of Newly Forted Centralized, 'Schools. in Rural

. Areas, pp. 1-2.
.

.
.

. ..,. ,

4Rogers On Becoming a Person, pp. 257-5g.
.

5Neill,, 'Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Child
Rearing.
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89.

- 'Would this conce t facilitate the

goa_s esta
program?"

meeting

II y t le community :tor the instructiona_

The model is designed around goals. established at

in which the community developed stated student

a

goals which they .wished to see net. These are as folloi;is;.

1. Develop a desire for learning now and

in the future*

O

9.- Develop skills. in math, reading -c37

speaking and listening, -

3. Develop pride in woi'k and feeling of self-.

worth

Develop characfr and self-respect

Learn to respect and get along with people
-with whom you worqc_and live

Learn how to examine and u-se information

Learn how to respect and get along- with
people,whp think, dress and act differently

The.model proceeds to,final development in Ch?,. ter

Five with the following format ih regard to.these student

goals:,

the

.t Inventoy of need
. .

2. Statement of need

3 Terormance objective

4. Implementation lV

Through this, analysis of each goal above'and

implementation stage of development, it' is sho,;in how
A

this model anej_ts implementation-would-facilitat'd

goals established by the community.

9
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'Implications

Without inventing anything entirely new, one can

rearrange and modify concepts that are in operation and

discover a new model for an edubation program. -MUltiple

classes are mentioned in literature but are not usually

Connected with regular classroom teaching and correspond

ence courses to constitute a multiple class. Several

factors muSt be matched-to reproduce the uniqueness of the

proposed multipleclass-concept of this model. .Among

these factors are such items as the Individually Guided

Instruction Program, Small class enrollments, and a corre

spondence school such'at the American School that.iS,

willing to work out special arrangements with a local

school,

The model as designed is unique to the school for

which it was designed. The faculty also must 'be unique,

yet the model could be reproduced in another setting.

A model of. an inservice program of teacher improve

ment must be developed to bring other concerns fully to

fruition. The. mechanical changes alone it is- believed,

may be expedited to cause some change of behavior on the

part of teachers. The Individually Guided instruction

Program and the multipleclass concept, for example, are

expected to encourage the teacher to .view the .student as

. an individual le:arner:
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The cost of" such a program as outlined in the mode-1

would not be significantly more than, is presently expended.

is Oithin the reach of the present and projected teach

ing staff as far as their energy. of and Qualifications

are concerned. The facility in' which thisomodel would

be. operational is. adequate.

Summailv

A model has.'oeen designed reflective of a small

school's needs sbased upon stated student goals. Inservice

education will. be the key to-me',ting the specific goals as

will the full and planned utili ation-d?f personnel. such as

counselors. Course designs based upon criterionreferended

standards will be a further aspect it meeting student

goals.

Implementation of grouptherapy practices involving

the social -worker guidance counselor and other personnel:

will Y. ongoing to enhance student selfimage. Other life

styles will be explored through redesigned course content

and integatidn of real life ex1Periencesr'with course.

content.

A full range of teachinglearning schematics will

be implemented and a number of organizational patterns for

specific courses will be designed around specific teaching

learning modes. A faculty is described that can deliver

the curriculum to meet the needs of the studeftt body.

9J
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The uniqueness of the ,design. is found in the

rearrangement of knpwn.teachinglearningeschematics and

organizational .patterns. The model is designed around

stated student goals. These are discussed in terms of

inventory of need; statement of need;- performance objec

tives; and finally and Critically, an implethentation

statement. This model outline is the heart of.the model

and perhaps contributes an original approach to designing

a curriculum and staffing pattern for a small high school

setting.

C
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APPENDIX I

THE SKELETAL PROGRAM PLAN

Introduction

o

d

Rankin is located in Central Illinois, thirtyeight
P

miles north of the University of Illinois in Champaign

Urbana and sixty. miles east of Illinois State University in

Normal. Rankin has a dual district school system with

approximately fortyseven square miles in the high school

district ,and approximately thirtyfourquare milps in the

elementary district; Recently the courts have awarded tel.

ritory to the elementary district that now makes the two

districts have nearly conterminous boundaries.

The Rankin populace has, since. consolidation to its

present size, considered their district. asgone diStrict and

thus hired one superintendent to-serve both districts. To

'day there is -a movement and trend toward board members sit

ting on both boards. Two members presently do so.

The Rankin elementary school has 160 students.

enrolled. The high school has 93 Students_.

The elementaryschooI is the older of the two,

being built in two stages in the early 1900's. It is well

kept up, adequate in size for the present school popuTation

and has complied with the life safety code requirements.

93
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The high school is approximately twenty year old,
---,-.,,,,.. /

.

4 ,

well built and adequate in size .foi
,:-

the present 'school

population. HoWever, like many other facilities throughout

`the state, it does not easily lend itself to the many addi

tional programS required since it has been built.

The high school has an assessed valuation of

$7,000,000 and a budget of approximately $223,000. The

elementary school's assessed valuation is-$6,700,000 with

a budget of $200,000.

Four years ago an educational referendum was

passed three Io cane by- the high school district for edu

cational purposes. This attitude of support for a local

school and community identity still exists, although high

taxes are a concern.

Rankin is unique in many.ways. It is a small town

.in a rural area without a total rural flavor. Its histai.y

indicates the railroad .was a big-par-b.-of its life. This

aspect of culture still exists. The people are heterogene

ous by culture, ethnic background, and status in life.

There are extremes of position in life among the people in

Rankin.

Although not a high percent of the Rankin populace

are college educated, a proportionately high number have

gone on to schOol and left the community. Others have

become successful in business, farming and other selfmade

ventures. Although Some students come from.low income-

101,
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families, the percent who go on to college from Rankin's

high school has ranged from approximately thirtythree

percent to fiftyfive percent. There has been only a

five plus percent dropout rate For the:last three years..

This is below the county rate.

CP Y. The fact.that there were fourteen board members

serving on the 'tw,c) school boards over the past years has

guaranteed community involvement. There has bey. a

Citizen's Committee and a Vocational Advisement Committee

involved in school matters., To further enhance this, the

community was invited on January 23, 1973, to meet with

the staff and Mr. Nap Default, from The Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction, to help establish and

to react to goals that would giVe direction to the Rankin

schools in the future. .Thirteen community. members met

with staff members on January.23rd. A letter was sent out

following-the meeting. A priority of goals was estab

liShed by the.community. A draft of these goals has been

Presented to.the board. for approval.

During August of 1973 and on October. 9 and

October 25, 1973, personnel from The Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction met with the admini.

stration to .correct form and suggest improvement, in the

"Program Plan." Teachers were given an opportunity. to

comment on their areas of concern during a meeting on

0
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October 31, _1973. Personnel from The Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction were present at this

meeting to further clarify the "Program Plan" concept.

Student Goals and System Goals

A. Student Goals

-I.' Develop a desire for learning now and in the
future .

Develop skills in math, reading, writing,
,speaking and listening

3. .Develop pride' ihWOrk and feeling of selfworth

4. Develop good.charac7ter and self respect-

5. Learn to respect. and get along with-people with
. whom you work and-live

6. Learn how'to.examine and use information.

Learn how to respect and, get along with people
whb think,idress and act differently

B. System Goals

1. District Governance Policy and Practices

The board. of education shall d.alegatealI
executive functions to the district
'superintendent.

2. District AOministrative Structure and PractiCe

A superintendent will serve as-superintendent'
of the elementary and high school districts.

3. District Policy Regarding Rights and
Responsibilities of Individuals

There will be written policy guidelines for
ad inistratorsi teachers-and students concerning
rights and responsibilities of students.

103
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4. The Instructional Program

a. Students will be viewed as individual
learners.

b. -Implementation of "Health Probldms and
Comprehensive Health Education Act", will
be 'achieved..

Support Services

Health Service - .Vision and hearing' screening_
will be provided for elementary students.

6. Staff Development and Inservice Training

All teacher inservice days should be planned
on a system-wide bais. - A

Needs and Objectives for System Goals

A. District Governance and Practices

Goal - The board of education shall delegate all
executive functions to the district
superintendent. .

Inventory of need - New board members are not always
aware..of the differing roles of board and
superintendent.

Statement of need - Each succeeding board needs to be
oriented as to the role and responsibility of
board members.

Performance objective - By May, 1974, the superintendent
and returning board members will orient new board.
members toward differing roles of board-and
superintendent. This will then be one annually.

B. District Administrative Structure and Practice

Goal - A. superintendent will serve. as superintendent
of the elementary and high school distriOts-.

*Inventory of need - Rankin has two districts With

shared facilities and staff as well as ,other
resources which they share.

.104
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Statement of'need - One superintendent needs to serve
-both districts for articulation and cooperative
purposes.

O

Performance objective - By Febivary of each year both
school boards will meet together to select and
make decisions concerning the hiring of one
superintendent to serve both districts. Yearly .

contracts will be established at this,,time.

C. District Policy Regarding Rights and Responsibilities
of Individuals

Goal - There will be a written policy for administra -
tors, teachers and students concerning rights
and responsibilities of students.

Inventory of need - Student policy guidelines are
fragmenVd And should be brought up to date.

Statement of need - Policy guidelines should be
revised on a regular basis an a student
diandbook should be developed.

Performance objective - Policy guidelines concerning
student rights will be reviewed by the board
by May of the 1974-1975 school year.

D. Instructional Program

1. Individualization

Goal - Students will be viewed as individual learners.

Inventory of need. Viewing students as a group by
grade,level-is encouraged by the type of
material being used.

Statement of need - Teacher commitment toward material
geared to individual instruction is needed.

Performance objective - By June of 1974, teacher
involvement toward developing a concept of
individualized instruction and suggestion
toward purChase of materials to encolarage
individual instruction will be directed by
the` administrator.

10
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2. Critical Health Problems and Comprghensive Health
Education Act

Goal - Implementation of "Health Problems and
Comprehensive Health Education Act" will
be achieved.

Inventory of need - No program is available on K-8
level. One is being initiated on the tenth
grade level.

Statement of need - We need to develop a cuxriculum'
andtdeliyery system for K-8 *ad a curriculum
for grade 10 to cover 9-12 level to meet
state mandates.

Performance objectives - Administration End staff will
° develop a prograft that meets mandated act by

the second semester of 1973-1974 on the high,'
school level and by September of 1974.on the
elementary level.

Support Services-

Health Services

Goal - Vision and hearing screening will be provided
for elementary students.

Inventory of need-- Attempts are being made to
provide personnel and equipment ,to screen
students each year.

°Statement of. need'- There is a 9definite need for
the child to be able to-advance in school
work and communicate in everyday life
through senses of sight and sound. The
screening should be done as early as
possible for the student.

Performance objective L- By the end of',1973-l974
all elementary students will be tested for
vision and hearifig defects by the _school
nurse.

F. Staff Development and inservice Training

Goal - All.teacher inservice will be planned on a
system-wide basis.
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Inventory of need- Very little planning for
inservice has been.done in Past years for
either district.

Statement of need - Inservice planning had been
done. for 1972-1973. more sequential and

,comprehensive planning needs to be done.

Performance objective - By June of.19/4, the
superintendent will, have scheduled articu-

'lation meetings and inservice days for'the
1974-1975 school year.

Program Design for Accomplishing. Objectives

. District Governance Policy and Practices

At the reorganization meeting held in April of each
year, Illinois School Board Association materialAviI1
be. Provided for new board members along with local
policies and procedures.

B. 'District Administrative Structure and Practice

A-joint meeti f,the two boards will be called by
the presidents oT the respective boards in JanuaT
or .February of each year for the purpOse of selecting
a superintendent..

C. District Policy Regarding Rights.and Responsibilities
of Students

.

A citizen's committee will be activated for purpose'
af advising in the area of policy. The students,
through their student council, will recommend policy
and procedure to place in a student handbpok. The
board Will review their .policy on student- rights and
responsibilities, taking into consideration' the in-out
from the abovd two groups.

D. Instructional PrOgram

1. Individualization

Inservice will deal with the topic of individualizing
instruction/and encouragement' will be given to
purchase material that lends itself to individualizing.

1 0
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2. Critical Health

0

Meetings will be scheduled to orient teachers and to
develop a program. A class schedule c,f'c)r'second.
semester of 1973-1974 has been developed which pro
vides for instrUction4L\time for sophomore students.
The health teacher will develqp:a curriculum. by the
secondsemeSter., Inservige meetings' have been '.

attended and material will be'seleCted for the course,

E. SupportServices (Health'Services)

A school nurse will be retained for a sufficient
period of time to screen students and equipmentwill
be provided to accomplish the taps;

F.4 Staff Development and Inservice Training
,

In planning inservice days, both .districts work
in consortium in planning and holding inservice.

Evaluation Trog-rarri

Teachers will be invited to evaluate with the

administration the degree of success in meeting the above
dI

goals and will attempt to design a device. for measuring

accomplishments. A report will be presented annually to
6

the board on the degree of accomplishment.

Reportins.

The. Citizen's Advithory Committee will review the

report to the board. Excerpts. of the report will be

published in the local newspaper.

'DO ti
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Addendums to Program Plan'

Addendum 1-.7 Stipulation

The Program Plan, as Presented toeach.board,-was

approved with the stipulation that the Program Plan was

not intended to supersede present board policy.

Addendum II -- Desired Professional Competencies

Turing released 'periods monthly, the .f.Culty will

be involved in helping describe desired profeSsional com-
-c*

petencies. A committee of teachers will be as0.gned,to

establish a recommended list of competencies for' 'Elie

superintendent to establish as a goal for the districts.

This recommendation should be ongoing but with-a tenta
,

tively completed.recommendation by November-, 1974. he

superintendent will act on and establish a list by ,

ebru0--1, 1975.

, /7 ,
. .

,

Adaendum III Plan for Designin Developmental

Learner Objectives
..-i

We are in the process of developing the ,conce

.i of Develepmental Learner Objedtives. We have had two

workshops presented by personnel from The Office of the

'Superintendent of 'Public Instruction for the stated purpose

pf bringing an 'awareness of DevelopmentalTearner Objec

tives to the staff. -We'will continue to expose .our.staff

to knowledge in this area .and will begin to design

Developmental learner Objectives-during the 1974,1975

school year.

1 zi



APPENDIX II

STANDARDS FOR .SECONDARY TEACHERS

AS TAKEN FROM A160

a. AGRICULTURE

24 semester. hours in the field,:including work in
some of the following areas, plus preparation in the
specific courses:taught.

1. Agriculture
2. Agriculture
3. Agriculture
4. -Agriculture
5. Horticultur
6. Agriculture
7. .Agriculture
8. Agriculture

science
engineering
fundamentals .

electricity and construction
Q
power and machinery
supply service
occupatiOns.

b. ART :

24 semester hours.in the field, including
appropriate distribution

an

1. Paintingf.drawingl.printmaking
2.. Sketching, letteringf jewelry:, design, silkscreen
3. Pottery and sculpture
4. Constructional design
5: Art eduCaiion
6. History and,appreCiation Of art

c. AVIATION /AEROSPACE: EDUCATION,

1. General Aviation .and/or Aerospace Education

Completion of,an approved aerospace education work
shdp course. Five hours of flight orientation or
familiarization within the last five years. This
flight experience does not' necessarily need to be
as a member of.a flight crew.

103.
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If the material that is being taught is strictly
. sociological in nature, the flight orientatian

requirement may be minimal. If the material that
is being taught emphasizes astroscience, the
teacher should have at least one. college course in
astronomy.

2. Aviation Science Course
(Based upon a Preflight course leading to comple
tion of the FAA private pilot's written examination.

A. valid FAA private pilot's license or higher, or a
valid. FAA ground school 'instructors certificate .

and ten hours of flight orientation or familiariza
tion in the general aviation category aircraft
within the last fie years. This flight experience
does not necessarily need to be as 's_ member of a
flight crew.

.

d. BUSINESS EDUCATION .

24 semester hours, which must include a specialized
methods course with the following minimum qualifica
tions for the subject matter areas of course taught:

1. Typing

6 semester hours, ora statement of equivalency
from the institution granting the degree, or the
completion of the terminal course in the type
writing sequence.

n

2. Shorthand and Transcription

6 semester hours, or a statement of equivalency
from the institution granting the degree, or the
completion of the terminal course in the-short
handtranscription sequence.

3. Bookkeeping, accounting, recordkeeping

..6 semester hours in,.accounting'and a course in data
.
processing,, or a statement of.equivalency-frot the ,1

institution granting the degree.

4. Buiness law

5 semester hours of business law.

lii
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5. Distributive subjects: i.e:, marketing, retailing,
distributive education

-8 semester hours covering at least two of the
following: sales, retailing, advertising,
principles of marketing.

6. Business arithmetic

2 :semester hours in business mathematics or 6
semester hours in accounting.-

7. Office practice, secretarial practice, clerical
practice or office machines

2 semester hours in course work which includes
the operation of the office machines taught in
the secondary school course and qualifications for
teaching whichever of the following is pert of the
-course: typewriting,''shbrthand, bookkeeping (see:
paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 as aforementioned).

8. ,Basic business, general business, introduction to
.business, consumer education, or consumer economics

3 semester-hours-of consumer education and at
least 7 semester hours distributed in at least
three of the following areas: business
economics., introduction to business, marketing,.
management or a methods of teaching basic business.

9. Business English

C
2 semester. hours in Business English, business.
correSpondendel business.communiaations, or
business. writing. ,

10. BUsiness economics

8 semester hours in the area of economics, finance,
financial management, or marketing, including at 1-,

least one course in principles ofeconomics.

11. Data processing

5 semester hours in data processing or the
equivalent.

112 ,
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e. ENGLISH

24 semester hours in the field including 6 semester
hours in rhetoric and composition and not.More'than 8
Semester hours in speech and journalism. To teach
grammar, American literature4.English literature, world
literature, reading or dramatics, the English teacher
must have one course in the subject.

0

f. JOURNALISM

8 semester hours in speech and 16 semester hours in
English or 18 semester hours in speech and 6 semester
hours in rhetoric and composition.

g._ SPEECH

8 seriester hours in speech and'16 semester hours in.
English or 18 semester hours in speech and 6 semester
hours; in rhetoric and composition.

h. FOREIGN LANGUAGE

2O semester hours in the language

i. HEALTH EDUCATION

20 semester hours including work in:

1. School health education
2. Basic health sciences
3. Applied health sciences

.

HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

24 semester hours in the field, including work in some
of the following areas, plus preparation in the specific
teaching

1. General homemaking
0 Family living
3. Child development
4. Foods and nutrition
5. Textiles and clothing
6. -Flame. furnishings'

7. Home mechanics
Homemaking occupations'

To teach.a. special course in any of the above areas,
8 semester hours are reauired in the area to be taught.

113 .
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k. INDUSTRIAL ARTS
. °

24 semester hours in the field, including work in each
shop subject-to be taught. To teach a unit shop, the
teacher shall have 8 semester hours in the subject
taught.

1. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS (Media Services) 0

Ail staff members assigned media duties, including
librarians, shall satisfy requirements in Chapter 9-3..

m. MATHEMATICS

20 semester hours in the field.

n. MUSIC

24 semester hours in the field, including:

1. Applied music
2. Music theory
3. Conducting
4. History of music
5. Methods and materials for general school music

o. PHILOSOPHY

20 semester hours in the 'field

p. PHYSICAL. EDUCATION

20-semester hours in the field, incluling:

1. Team sports, .

2 '. Individual activities
3. Rhythms
4. Body mechanics and basic exercises
5. Organization and administration 'of physical

education classes
6 '=Health education

.q. PSYCHOLOGY
,

20 semester hours in the field

'1i4
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r. SkFETT'AND DRIVER EDUCkTION

'16 semester hourS in the field, including preparation
as follows:'

1. 3 semesterhOurs in general safety',

2.. 5 semester hours in driver education and advanced
traffic safety

3. 8 semester hours chosen from two or more of the
following areas:

General safety, including traffic and industrial
safety

Advanced. psychology and sociology

First aid and health education

- Instructional materials

4. Teachers assigned to either simulation or multiple
, car programs must have preparation in the use of

these methods which shall consist of a minimum of
one semester hour or its equivalent in each area.

s. .SCIENCE, biological

24 semester hours in the field, including the semester
hours indicated-in the subject. to be taught

I

1. Biology,

8 semester hours in botany including 5 semester
hours in laboratory work, 8 semester hours in
zoology including 5 semester hours in laboratory
work.

2. Botany

8 semester hours in botany incl:Uding: 5 semester
hours in laboratory work.

Physiology

8 semester hours.

4. Zoology

8 semester hours in zoology. inCluding5 semester
hours. in laboratory work.
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t. SCIENCE, physical

24 semester hours in the field, including the semester
hours indicated in the subject to-be.taught.

1. Astronomy
2. Chemistry
3. Geology
4. Physics
5. Physiography
6. AerospaCe
7. Earth science

5 semester hours
10semester hours
8 semester hours

10 semester hours
5 semester hours
5 semester hours
8'semester hours

Note: It is recommended that a teacher of astronomy,
chemistry, or physics has the minimum preparatibh
required of a mathematics teacher.,

u. SCIENCE,'general

24 semester hours in the field including:

1. Physical science 8 semester hours
2. Biological scienc'e 8 semester hours

V. SOCIAL'STUDIES

g-.4 semester hours in the field, ,including the semester
hours indicated in each subject to be taught:

1. United States history e 8 semester hours
2.'-Civicspolitical science 8 semester hours
3. Economics 8:semester hours
4. Geography 8 semester hours
5. Sociology

i

8 semester hours
6, World historY. 8-semester hours n world

history and 5 semester
hours in United States
history

'N. Anthropology 5 semester hours

Note: Every history teacher shall have 16 semester
hours in history.

i
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APPENDIX III

RANKIN HIGH SCHOOI

INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED INSTRUCTION

Student6 interested in taking courses based on the

individually-paced principle--progress at a pace pet by

the pupil in learning at his own rate--may do so f%or credit

as provided below:

1. This course is a fifth solid course
and does not substitute for a required
classroom course.

2. This-course is a substitute for a
required course failed previously.

Those who are.interested in taking such 4 course

must get the appropriate teacher's permission and.then

enroll with the librarian.

Credit

Credit of'one.-fourth to onefulI unit may be

earned depending upOn.the program .offered. Units of credit

may be completed as follows:

1/4 unit', hours of. logged work
1/2.unit 58'hours of logged work,
3/4 unit - 87 hours of loggedwork
I unit - 116 hours of logged work'
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Grades

A pass/fail grade will be given for units of credit

unless a student petitions for a letter grade. Then the

teacher will design tests to assess the appropriate grade

to assign and a contract will be written up stating the

specific goals to be accomplished before a grade and credit

can be given for a course.

NonCredit

Any course may be taken without credit by just

making your request to the appropriate teacher.

Time and Place of Study

All logged study must be done under the supervision

Of the librarian. However, the text may be checked out as

a regular library text if available and taken home for non-

--- logged study.

Teacher Guidance

The librarian will be the supervising teacher and

will be available during library hours to assist students.

If further assistance is- needed, .she will coordinate sched

uling other teachers from the appropriate field to work

with students during study periods and eighth hour.

.116
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Course Offerings ,

material becomes available and as the school

board approves additional courses, the offerings will be t,

increased. The following courses,.are available to

students:

Course- Max. Units

1. Composition 1 unit
2. English Grammar I . 1 unit
3. English Grammar II 1 unit
4. Basic Mathematics 1 unit
5. Power/Speed Reading 1 unit
6. Speed/Power Reading 1 unit
7. Spelling 1/2 unit
8. Bookkeeping 1/2 unit
9. AlgebraI 1 unit

10. Algebra II 1 unit

rr
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Teacher'

English
English
English
Mathematic:3
English or Title I'
English or Title I
Etiglish
Bwiness
Mathematics
Mathematics
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